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Glossary of Terms 

Term Description 

Alternatives Different design, layout and technological possibilities considered 
during project development that have potential to fulfil the project 
objectives. 

Ancient Woodland Woodland that has existed continuously since at least AD 1600.  

Annex I Project See ‘Schedule 1 Project’. 

Annex II Project See ‘Schedule 2 Project’. 

AOD Above Ordnance Datum  

Appropriate 
Assessment 

The process whereby projects, either alone or in combination, are 
considered to see if it can be ascertained that they will not 
adversely affect the integrity of a European Site. 

Assessment A process by which information about effects of a proposed plan, 
project or intervention is collected, assessed and used to inform 
decision-making. 

Baseline Conditions The environment as it appears (or would appear) immediately 
prior to the implementation of the project together with any known 
or foreseeable future changes that will take place before 
completion of the project. 

Baseline Studies Work done to determine and describe the environmental 
conditions against which any future changes can be measured or 
predicted and assessed. 

Biodiversity The variety of life forms, the different plants, animals and 
microorganisms, the genes they contain and the eco-systems 
they form. 

Catchment A drainage/basin area within which precipitation drains into a river 
system and eventually into the sea. 

Committed 
Development 

Development projects that are either under construction or which 
have valid planning permissions/consents. 

Competent Authority The authority which determines the application for a consent, 
permission, licence or other authorisation to proceed with a 
development.  
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Term Description 

Construction Phase The period during which the building or assembling of 
infrastructure is undertaken. 

Controlled Waters Surface waters, ground waters and coastal waters to which UK 
pollution legislation applies. 

Culvert A pipe or box-type conduit through which water is carried under a 
structure. 

Cumulative Impact Impacts that result from incremental changes caused by other 
past, present or reasonably foreseeable actions together with the 
project. 

A cumulative impact may arise as the result of: a) the combined 
impact of a number of different environmental topic-specific 
impacts from a single environmental impact assessment project 
on a single receptor/ resource; and b) the combined impact of a 
number of different projects within the vicinity (in combination with 
the environmental impact assessment project) on a single 
receptor/resource. 

Decommissioning The period during which a development and its associated 
processes are removed from active operation. 

Design Event An event such as a rainstorm or flood of given magnitude and 
probability (usually derived from previous records). 

Discharge Consent Statutory document issued by the Environment Agency setting 
limits and conditions on the discharge of an effluent into 
controlled waters. 

Do-Minimum 
Scenario 

Also known as the ‘Do-Nothing’ Scenario. The conditions that 
would persist in the absence of the implementation of a 
development. 

Effect Term used to express the consequence of an impact (expressed 
as the ‘significance of effect’), which is determined by correlating 
the magnitude of the impact to the importance (or sensitivity) of 
the receptor or resource in accordance with defined significance 
criteria. For example, land clearing during construction results in 
habitat loss (impact), the effect of which is the significance of the 
habitat loss on the ecological resource. 

EIA Directive Used to refer to EC Directive 85/337/EEC as amended by EC 
Directive 97/11/EC and the Public Participation Directive 
2003/35/EC. 
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Term Description 

EIA Regulations A collective term for the various statutory instruments through 
which the EC Directives on Environmental Assessment have 
been implemented in the UK. 

Emission Standard The maximum amount or concentration of a pollutant allowed to 
be emitted from a particular source. 

Enhancement A measure that is over and above what is required to mitigate the 
adverse effects of a project. 

Environmental 
Assessment 

A method and a process by which information about 
environmental effects is collected, assessed and used to inform 
decision-making. Assessment processes include Strategic 
Environmental Assessment, Assessment of Implications on 
European Sites, and Environmental Impact Assessment. 

Environmental 
Impact Assessment 

A statutory process by which certain planned projects must be 
assessed before a formal decision to proceed can be made. 
Involves the collection and consideration of environmental 
information, which fulfils the assessment requirements of 
Directive 85/337/EEC (as amended), including the publication of 
an Environmental Statement. 

Environmental 
Information 

The information that must be taken into account by the decision 
maker (the Competent Authority) before granting any kind of 
authorisation in any case where the EIA process applies. It 
includes the environmental statement, including any further 
information, any representations made by any body required by 
the Regulations to be invited to make representations, and any 
representations duly made by any other person about the 
environmental effects of the development. 

Environmental 
Management Plan 

A structured plan that outlines the mitigation, monitoring and 
management requirements arising from an Environmental Impact 
Assessment. 

Environmental 
Statement 

A document produced in accordance with the EIA Directive as 
transposed into UK law by the EIA Regulations. 

Estuary Downstream part of a river where it widens to enter the sea. 
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Term Description 

European Site Sites which make up the European ecological network (also 
known as Natura 2000 sites). These include: Sites of Community 
Importance (SCIs); Special Protection Areas (SPAs) and potential 
SPAs (pSPAs); Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) and 
candidate or possible SACs (cSACs or pSACs); and Ramsar 
sites. 

Evaluation The determination of the significance of effects. Evaluation 
involves making judgements as to the value of the 
receptor/resource that is being affected and the consequences of 
the effect on the receptor/resource based on the magnitude of the 
impact. 

Existing 
Environment 

See ‘Baseline Conditions’. 

Habitats Regulations EC Council Directive 92/43/EEC, known as the Habitats 
Directive, was transposed in the UK by the Habitats Regulations 
1994 (as amended).  The Habitats Regulations apply to UK land 
and territorial waters and act to ensure biodiversity of natural 
habitats and of wild flora and fauna through a range of measures 
including designation of SAC’S. 

Habitats Regulations 
Assessment 

The assessment of the impacts of implementing a plan or policy 
on a European Site, the purpose being to consider the impacts of 
a project against conservation objectives of the site and to 
ascertain whether it would adversely affect the integrity of the 
site. 

Hydrodynamics The mechanical properties of fluids. 

Impact Change that is caused by an action; for example, land clearing 
(action) during construction which results in habitat loss (impact). 

Invertebrates Animals without backbones. 

Local Planning 
Authority 

A local authority or council that is empowered by law to exercise 
planning functions for a particular area of the United Kingdom 
(often the local Borough or District Council). 

Mitigation Measures intended to avoid, reduce and compensate adverse 
environmental effects. 
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Term Description 

Monitoring A continuing assessment of the performance of the project, 
including mitigation measures. This determines if effects occur as 
predicted or if operations remain within acceptable limits, and if 
mitigation measures are as effective as predicted. 

 

Nationally 
Significant 
Infrastructure 
Project 

Large projects that support the economy and vital public services, 
including railways, large wind farms, power stations, reservoirs, 
harbours, airports and sewage treatment works, as defined in the 
Planning Act 2008. 

Non-Statutory 
Consultee 

Organisations and bodies who are consulted on relevant planning 
applications but are not prescribed under legislation. 

Non-Technical 
Summary 

Information for the non-specialist reader to enable them to 
understand the main predicted environmental effects of the 
proposal without reference to the main Environmental Statement. 

Operation The functioning of a project on completion of construction. 

Pasture Grassland maintained primarily for and by grazing, and on which 
grazing stock is kept for a large part of the year. 

Phase 1 Habitat 
Survey 

Recognised methodology used for collating information on the 
habitat structure of a particular site. 

Photomontage The superimposing of an image onto a photograph for the 
purpose of creating a realistic representation of proposed or 
potential changes to a view. 

Pollution Any increase of matter or energy to a level that is harmful to living 
organisms of their environment (when it becomes a pollutant). 

Preferred Option The chosen design option that most successfully achieves the 
project objectives and becomes subject to further design and 
assessment. 

Programme A series of steps that have been identified by the applicant, or 
series of projects that are linked by dependency. 

Project One, or more, aspect of a programme or plan that has been 
identified by the applicant and which usually involves a direct 
physical intervention. 

Project Objectives The objectives of the project, set by the applicant. 
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Term Description 

Proposed Scheme Also known as ‘Proposed Development’ - a plan or project which 
the applicant or promoter seeks to implement. 

Ramsar Areas designated by the UK Government under the International 
Ramsar Convention (the Convention on Wetlands of International 
Importance). 

Receptor A defined individual environmental feature usually associated 
with population, fauna and flora with the potential to be affected 
by a project. 

Resource A defined but generally collective environmental feature usually 
associated with soil, water, air, climatic factors, landscape, 
material assets, including the architectural and archaeological 
heritage, that has potential to be affected by a project. 

Roosting Site (birds) A place a bird will settle or rest, especially for the night. 

Roosting Site (bats) A place where bats live (e.g. built structures and trees). 

Runoff Precipitation that flows as surface water from a site, catchment or 
region to the sea. 

Schedule 1 Project Plans or projects which are listed in Annex I of the Directive, as 
revised, and Schedule 1 of the Regulations, as revised. 

 

Schedule 2 Project Plans or projects which are listed in Annex II of the Directive, as 
revised, and Schedule 2 of the Regulations, as revised. 

Scoping The process of identifying the issues to be addressed by the 
environmental impact assessment process. It is a method of 
ensuring that an assessment focuses on the important issues and 
avoids those that are considered to be not significant. 

Scoping Opinion An opinion provided by a competent authority that indicates the 
issues an Environmental Impact Assessment of a proposed 
development should consider. 

Screening The formal process undertaken to determine whether it is 
necessary to carry out a statutory Environmental Impact 
Assessment and publish an Environmental Statement in 
accordance with the EIA Regulations. 
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Term Description 

Semi-Natural A habitat, ecosystem, community, vegetation type or landscape 
which has been modified by human activity but which consists 
largely of native species and appears to have similar structure 
and functioning to a natural type. 

Significance See Significance of Effect. 

Significance of 
Effect 

A measure of the importance or gravity of the environmental 
effect, defined by either generic significance criteria, or criteria 
specific to the environmental topic. 

Significant 
Environmental Effect 

An effect which is considered material to the decision-making 
process. 

Sites of Special 
Scientific Interest 

The main national conservation site protection measure in Britain 
designated under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. 

Special Area of 
Conservation 

International designation implemented under the Habitats 
Regulations for the protection of habitats and (non bird) species. 

Special Protection 
Area  

Sites designated under EU Directive (79/409/EEC) for the 
conservation of wild birds. 

Spring Tide Spring tides happen just after every full and new moon, when the 
sun, moon and earth are in line. 

Stakeholder An organisation or individual with a particular interest in the 
project. 

Statutory Consultee Organisations that the competent authority is required to consult 
by virtue of the EIA Regulations. 

Study Area The spatial area within which environmental effects are assessed 
(i.e. extending a distance from the project footprint in which 
significant environmental effects are anticipated to occur). This 
may vary between the topic areas. 

Threshold A specified level in grading effects (e.g. the order of significance). 

Visual Amenity The value of a particular view or area in terms of what is seen. 

Wildlife Corridor Linear habitats/landscape features such as hedgerows that may 
increase connectivity by acting as routes between habitat 
patches. 
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Term Description 

Worst Case A principle that is applied where environmental effects may vary 
(e.g. due to seasonal variations) to ensure the most severe effect 
is assessed. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 This report presents the findings of studies undertaken in Stage 3b: Selection of 

the Preferred Alignment, for the Brechfa Forest Connection Project.  The work 

builds upon previous studies including the identification of broad corridor options 

(Stage 2a; June 2013), the selection of the preferred corridor (Stage 2b; 

December 2013), and the identification of route alignment options within the 

preferred corridor (Stage 3a; January 2014).  A flowchart indicating the main 

project stages is included in Figure 1. 

1.1.2 The route alignment options developed during Stage 3a are each 300 m wide and 

were the subject of Stage 2 consultation that took place from 17 February 2014 to 

11 April 2014.  The route alignment options, annotated for descriptive purposes, 

are shown on Figures 2a to 2e.  The feedback from extensive consultation, with 

statutory consultees, those people with an interest in the land (PILs) and with the 

general public, together with further assessments, has informed the Stage 3b work 

to identify a preferred option, within which the final alignment1 will be derived.  

1.1.3 At Stage 3a, the route alignment options were all based on identifying a route for 

an overhead line (OHL).  In Stage 3b, selection of the preferred alignment option 

also took into account the need for and feasibility of undergrounding certain 

sections of OHL.  The approach to and justification for undergrounding is set out in 

Appendix 1.1 to this report.  (The underlying basis for the landscape and visual 

appraisal in Appendix 1.1 is contained in a preliminary assessment in 

Appendix 1.2). 

1.1.4 During the preparation of this report, the planning appeal for the Bryn Llywelyn 

                                                            
1 The final alignment, within defined Limits of Deviation (which will be considerable less than 300m wide), will be 

determined following Stage 3 consultation and will be the subject of the DCO Application. Subsequent detailed design 

will determine the exact pole locations and underground sections within the Limits of Deviation. 
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wind farm was refused and the project developer for the site subsequently advised 

WPD that they had terminated their application for a connection offer.  There is 

therefore no need to consider route options D2, and D4 to D8 within this report. 

The removal of these sections does not influence decisions on the sections of 

route needed to provide a connection to the Brechfa Forest West and East wind 

farms. 

1.1.5 Following a phase of more detailed design, the final alignment will be determined.  

The final alignment indicated on the plan will include a maximum limit of deviation 

either side of the centreline to retain flexibility for micrositing.  This final alignment 

will be the basis of the DCO Application and will be subject to EIA.  After consent 

is granted, detailed design will confirm the final alignment and location of each 

pole structure and if required the termination points for each section of 

underground cable. 

1.2 Background 

1.2.1 The Brechfa Forest Connection Project has the objective of connecting, using a 

132,000 volt (132 kV) three phase, single circuit OHL, two wind farms2 at Brechfa 

Forest, Carmarthenshire to a suitable grid connection point near Llandyfaelog, 

south of Carmarthen (defining the start and end points of the proposed connection 

scheme).  Some upgrading works will also be required on the existing WPD OHL 

circuits from Llandyfaelog to the Swansea North substation, which are on towers.   

1.2.2 WPD initially prepared a Strategic Optioneering Report (May 2013) to determine 

the most feasible and appropriate means and points of connection.  WPD has then 

progressed the proposed scheme through the design-development process, which 

has included the following: 

 a review of constraints within the defined study area; 

 identification of suitable route corridor options;  

                                                            
2 Brechfa Forest West (consented) and Brechfa Forest East (consented).  
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 selection of a preferred route corridor(s);  

 identification of route alignment options within the preferred route corridor(s); 

and 

 selection of a preferred route alignment (this report). 

1.2.3 WPD is the electricity distribution network operator for the South West, Midlands 

and Wales. Under the statutory requirements of Section 9 of the 

Electricity Act 1989, the company has a legal obligation to provide a means of 

connection for developments requiring connection to the electricity distribution 

network, as well as maintaining and upgrading that network within their area of 

responsibility. 

1.2.4 As a holder of a distribution licence, WPD has a statutory duty to facilitate, develop 

and maintain an efficient, co-ordinated and economical system of electricity 

distribution.  Essentially this requires that WPD identify electrical connections that 

meet the technical requirements of the network and are economical, and which on 

balance result where possible in the least disturbance to the receiving natural and 

built environment and those who live and work within it. 

1.2.5 WPD is required to consider - and then balance - technical, economic, social and 

environmental issues in the identification of a proposed route for a grid connection 

for the wind farms. 

1.3 Aims and Objectives of Stage 3b  

1.3.1 The objective of Stage 3b is to review the route alignment options defined in 

Stage 3a in the light of further study and to identify the preferred route alignment 

(300m wide) for an OHL.  The process has taken into account the comments 

provided by statutory consultees and the feedback from the Stage 2 public 

consultation.  The analysis to inform the selection has also identified sections of 

the route where the benefits of undergrounding outweigh the additional costs and 

other adverse impacts of placing an OHL underground. 
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1.3.2 The selection of the preferred route alignment should meet the overall project aim 

to provide an efficient and economic grid connection which on balance results 

where possible in the least disturbance to the receiving natural and built 

environment and those who live and work within it. 

1.3.3 The preferred route alignment will be the basis for the next stage of design studies 

to determine the final alignment that will be taken forward to the DCO application 

and which will be assessed in the EIA.  The final alignment will also be the subject 

of the Stage 3 public consultation, which will comply with the statutory 

requirements under the Planning Act 2008. 

1.4 Approach  

1.4.1 The starting point for the Stage 3b work was the route alignment options identified 

in Stage 3a that were taken forward to the Stage 2 consultation. 

1.4.2 The approach in Stage 3b was to integrate the results of previous desktop and 

field based work with additional information from, in particular, ongoing ecological 

fieldwork and landscape and visual site appraisal, and local information on 

sensitivities and constraints identified in feedback from consultation.  A 

comparative evaluation was then undertaken by appropriate specialists.  

1.4.3 Apart from analysis completed by the specialist team, in particular for landscape/ 

visual issues, cultural heritage and ecological concerns, a design team workshop 

was held involving the EIA team, WPD and the engineering team. 

1.4.4 The boundaries of the route alignment options were reviewed and expanded in 

two locations detailed in 2.4.  In all other locations alignments remained the same 

since it was determined that any constraints that remained within the boundary 

would be avoided where possible by the detailed final alignment.  For instance 

some isolated residences lie within the alignment boundary but the actual OHL 

would avoid these dwellings as well as allow for adequate setback from them. 

1.4.5 The established principles underlying the analysis of feasible OHL routes, such as 
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the ‘Holford Rules’ were retained and reviewed at this stage.  No new or additional 

selection criteria were introduced at this stage. 

1.4.6 Identification of the route alignment options at Stage 3a was solely concerned with 

finding a route for an OHL, whereas the selection of the preferred alignment at 

Stage 3b considered the need for undergrounding.  Without considering 

undergrounding there is a risk that an option could be rejected because it is less 

optimal for an OHL, even though it could be a better overall solution with parts of 

the route underground.  The approach to and justification of undergrounding parts 

of the route (contained in Appendix 1.1) is based on policy advice contained in 

paragraph 2.8.8 and elsewhere in National Policy Statement (NPS) EN-5. 

1.5 Line Design  

1.5.1 The proposed connection will be a 132kV three phase single circuit line to provide 

capacity to carry up to 145MW with unearthed construction.  The combined output 

of the two wind farms will be 120MW. 

1.5.2 The line will be designed in accordance with the Electricity Network Association 

Technical Specification 43 50 (issue 2) 2012 which incorporates BS EN 50341 

part 3 section 9 NNA for Great Britain and Northern Ireland.  The line design will 

be based on using 200 mm2 AAAC3 “poplar” conductors.  The OHL will also carry 

a fibre optic link for the purposes of carrying engineering data for monitoring and 

protection purposes of the network.  There are a number of technical options for 

carrying the fibre optic link on the OHL and the final option will be selected as part 

of the detailed design process. 

1.5.3 The conductors (the overhead wires) will predominantly be carried on single pole 

wooden structures. H pole structures may be used at section/ angle positions 

where the line direction changes and where intermediate structures are required to 

support straight sections of OHL. Terminal pole structures will be used where a 

section of OHL terminates (e.g. where the line changes to a section of 

                                                            
3 AAAC – All Aluminium Alloy Conductors 
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underground cable or where the OHL is connected onto another OHL). 

1.5.4 The section and angle structures may be H Pole type with two wood poles and 

galvanised steel crossarms.  Stays will be used to support the tension created by 

angles of deviation and where uplift or out of balance longitudinal tension occurs. 

1.5.5 Two types of terminal structures are proposed.  The first will be used on occasions 

where the line is to be terminated and then taken through to connect onto an 

existing line for the tee off arrangements.  The second will be where the OHL 

terminates and transfers from an overhead line to underground cable.  The 

through line/tee off terminal will have two poles with galvanised steel crossarms 

and stays to support the line tension.  The underground cable to overhead line 

interface terminal structure will have four wood poles with galvanised steel work to 

support the conductors, cable terminations, surge arrestors and cable trays 

together with stays to support the line tension. 

1.5.6 Foundations for the structures will be direct buried wood pole and wood baulks 

with galvanised steel cross braces in normal ground.  Where poor ground, 

waterlogged ground and rock is encountered, modified foundations are to be 

designed on a site by site basis. 

1.5.7 Span length between structures is the governing factor and these are dependent 

upon the climatic design criteria such as altitude and likelihood of wind and ice 

loading on the wires.  
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2 Identification of a Preferred Alignment  

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 In previous stages of work, studies and surveys were completed to: 

 identify broad corridor options (Stage 2a; June 2013); 

 select a preferred corridor (Stage 2b; December 2013); and 

 identify route alignment options within the preferred corridor (Stage 3a; 

January 2014). 

2.1.2 The route alignment options, described in section 2.2, were the subject of 

non-statutory public consultation and the feedback from this process and the part it 

played in selection of a preferred alignment is described in section 2.3 below.  The 

selection of the preferred alignment is described in section 2.4. 

2.2 Route alignment options from Stage 3a 

2.2.1 The route alignment options, each 300m wide, between the three4 wind farm 

substations around Brechfa Forest and the connection point at Llandyfaelog are 

described in the Route Alignment Options Report (WPD, January 2014).  The 

route options are shown on Figure 2a-e using the annotations in the stage 2 

consultation process and from the southern connection point are described as 

follows: 

2.2.2 Sections A1 and A2, both running to the west of Llandyfaelog and connecting to 

different parts of the existing ‘EE’ OHL route, provide alternatives at the southern 

end of the route.  Running northwards the options merge into section A3 (to the 

east of the A484), crossing under the National Grid 400kV overhead line.  Section 

A4 is routed north of Bancycapel across the B4309 and B4306, deviating east of 

                                                            
4 Note that the connection to Bryn Llywelyn is no longer needed. 
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the Beaulieu plantation before crossing the A48.  Section A5 is routed west of 

Idole before crossing the A484 west of Cwmffrwd and the A48.  Both A4 and A5 

join to section A6 which runs either side of Tyllwyd-mawr. 

2.2.3 There is a single route option (route option B) crossing the River Towy to the east 

of Carmarthen.  At Gwangwilli Bridge, the route option becomes C1.  West of 

Tynewydd the options diverge again, passing either side of Peniel (route option C2 

running to the west of the A485 and route option C3 running east of the A485). 

2.2.4 Between Peniel and Rhydargaeau the options come together (C4) to the west of 

the A485 before dividing into route options C5 and C6, running either side of an 

area of higher ground (Allt Nant-y-Boncath).  The options merge briefly before 

dividing again into route options D1 and D2. Route option D1 runs to the south of 

Alltwalis where it becomes option D3 north of Lan-Clyn-Adda and heads 

eastwards towards the Brechfa Forest West substation.  D2 heads northeast (and 

passes to the west of Alltwalis and the woodland Allt Garedig) towards the Bryn 

Llywelyn substation.  To the east of the A485 there is a connecting route option D4 

between route options D1 and D2, allowing another route option to the east of 

Alltwalis. 

2.2.5 Where the D4 option merges with the D2 option the onward connection route to 

the Bryn Llywelyn substation is D5 before splitting into either route option D7 or 

route option D6 – the former lying closer to the A485 and the latter closer to the 

Brechfa Forest West wind farm at Mynydd Tre-beddau forested area.  Both D6 

and D7 meet south of Blaen-nant-gwyn, where the route option becomes D8 as it 

meets the Bryn Llywelyn substation. With the Bryn Llywelyn wind farm removed 

from the project description, these latter options are no longer under consideration. 

2.2.6 Route connection options between the Brechfa Forest East and West substations 

comprise route options E1 to E9.  Route option E1 covers the area immediately 

east of the Brechfa West substation which becomes route option E2 as it heads 

towards Brechfa. At Glanrhyd, the corridor splits, the E4 corridor is located north 

around Brechfa while the E3 corridor heads south to Pont Felin-fach. Route option 
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E5 connects E4 and E3 southeast of Brechfa.  Route option E7 starts to the east 

of Brechfa and runs up the Cothi Valley along the B4310.  Route option E3 mostly 

avoids the Cothi Valley by following a more southerly alignment and connects 

back into either E5 south east of Brechfa, or the more southerly route option E6. 

Route option E8 is located at the Brechfa East wind farm substation and navigates 

to the west of Abergorlech. Route option E9 is the most northerly of the options, 

passing the southern edge of Gwernogle. 

2.3 Factors considered in selection of a preferred route 

2.3.1 The factors considered in identifying 300m wide feasible route alignment options 

included: 

 Technical complexity and capital/ recurrent (lifetime) costs; 

 Buildability and maintainability particularly access; 

 Health and safety aspects for construction and maintenance operations; 

 Social, community and human factors; 

 Physical factors (e.g. geology, landform/ land use type); 

 Landscape and visual aspects; 

 Ecological aspects including habitat information and protected species 

records;  

 Cultural Heritage aspects such as impact on the setting of key receptors;  

 Flood risk and hydrology; 

 Areas of peat deposits and historic and active landfills; and  

 Local planning allocations in the Development Plan and recent planning 

applications. 

2.3.2 These factors were re-evaluated where relevant during Stage 3b.  Additional 
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information from further site visits and on-going ecological surveys also informed 

the analysis.  The evaluation and selection of the preferred alignment is described 

in section 2.4. 

2.3.3 In addition, the need for undergrounding of the OHL was considered and the 

rationale for undergrounding on the Brechfa scheme is set out in Appendix 1.1.  As 

a result of the process undergrounding the OHL is considered to be appropriate at 

the following locations: 

 Route option B: Towy Valley (east of Carmarthen) 

 Route option C1: northern part of the Towy Valley (River Gwili) 

 Route option E3 (part): Lower Cothi Valley (Lower Cwm Cothi - south of 

Brechfa) 

 Route option E5: Cothi Valley (Cwm Cothi - south of Brechfa) 

 Route option E7: Upper Cothi Valley (between Brechfa and Abergorlech), 

noting that the parts of E6/ E8 crossing the Cothi valley also merit 

undergrounding. 

2.3.4 Route option D8: Approach to Bryn Llywelyn substation was also considered for 

undergrounding but is no longer under consideration since the developer has 

terminated the application for a connection. 

2.3.5 It should be noted that the justification on landscape and visual grounds was 

based on a series of defined project landscape areas (pLCA) that do not 

correspond exactly to the route options.  Therefore the sections where 

undergrounding is under consideration are approximate and the final decision on 

undergrounding will take into account a range of factors; it is therefore possible 

that undergrounding would extend further into adjacent sections or contract within 

a section subject to the exact final alignment and local site conditions. 

2.4 Selection of the preferred route alignment 
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2.4.1 The factors identified in section 2.3 were taken into account in the evaluation and 

selection of the preferred option.  The justification and reasons for selection of the 

preferred alignment option are set out in the following sections and are 

summarised in Table 2.1. 

Landscape and Visual 

General 

2.4.2 Appendix 1.2 provides a preliminary landscape and visual impact assessment of 

the route alignment options.  The primary purpose of the document is to provide a 

preliminary assessment of the significance of the likely residual landscape and 

visual effects of an overhead line on each area.  The document also identifies: 

 Those sections of the route alignment options where there would be sufficient 

landscape and visual concerns to merit consideration of undergrounding (this 

is then considered in detail in Appendix 1.1); and 

 Consideration of the likely different or additional landscape and visual effects 

of underground cabling in those identified areas.   

2.4.3 Appendix 1.2 contains the landscape and visual assessments undertaken to date 

of both the overhead and underground route alignment options under 

consideration here and it provides the evidence base for the routeing preferences 

identified in this report from the landscape and visual perspective. 

2.4.4 To enable a preliminary assessment of likely residual landscape and visual effects 

the areas potentially affected by the alignment options have been divided into a 

number of project landscape character areas (pLCAs).   These are areas of 

broadly consistent landscape character where the effects of the development 

(whether overhead or underground) would be broadly consistent.  Details of how 

pLCAs were delineated are contained in Appendix 1.2.  The route alignment 

options considered in this report pass through more than one pLCA and 

judgements on potential effects must be combined to identify routeing preferences.  
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2.4.5 The landscape and visual evidence base for each pLCA is recorded in the form of 

a worksheet provided for each area at Annex A of Appendix 1.2.  These 

worksheets provide the following critical information which has been used  to help 

reach the landscape and visual routing preferences which are set out in this 

document (further details and the methodology used are set out in Appendix 1.2): 

 A detailed review of data provided by Landmap for each area.  This includes 

information on all five aspects of the landscape and from the full range of 

evaluation criteria considered; 

 A review of documentation relating to proposed Special Landscape Areas; 

 Observations made in the field; 

 Identification of important visual receptors; 

 Judgements regarding landscape and visual sensitivity in each area 

(principally relating to an overhead line but also, where relevant, including 

separate consideration of sensitivity to an underground cable); and 

 A preliminary assessment of the likely significance of the residual landscape 

and visual effects that would occur in each pLCA. 

2.4.6 Appendix 1.2 also explains how the assessment process has sought to capture 

variations in general visual sensitivity across the different route alignment options 

without undertaking a detailed assessment of specific visual receptors of various 

categories. 

2.4.7 In several cases, where two different route alignment options pass through the 

same pLCA, it has been necessary to complete separate worksheets to enable 

subtle differences between the likely effects of the different options to be brought 

into focus (for example, although landscape character within a pLCA will be 

broadly consistent there may be variations in factors such as elevation or landform 

relating to the Holford Rules, or variations in the number and sensitivity of visual 

receptors, that enable a clear routeing preference to be identified).  
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Consultation 

2.4.8 Stage 2 consultation responses relating to landscape and visual matters have 

been considered in general terms to help reach the landscape and visual routeing 

preferences identified in this report.  This has related primarily to the incorporation 

of factual local knowledge gained regarding the landscape and the presence of 

sensitive visual receptors.  Consultation responses have also helped to build a 

clearer picture of how different areas of the landscape are valued locally (whether 

or not recognised through a formal landscape designation) and, in this respect, 

public opinion has fed into the assessment undertaken in Appendix 1.2 of 

landscape sensitivity.  It must nevertheless be stated clearly that the assessments 

of the likely residual landscape and visual effects of development within different 

pLCAs contained in the worksheets in Appendix 1.2 are primarily based on 

informed and experienced professional judgement (using the best information 

available at this stage in the process).  Specific routeing preferences expressed 

during public consultation have wherever possible been taken account of within 

the overall balancing of all environmental, technical and other considerations.  

2.4.9 The principal relevant landscape and visual matters identified through Stage 2 

consultation were as follows: 

 Irrespective of the formal planning policy designations that apply, consultation 

responses firmly established that the Towy valley is a landscape which is 

highly valued by local people, both as a local amenity resource and as a 

central part of the tourism offer within this part of Wales; 

 Visual sensitivity in the vicinity of  Abergwili (including settlement areas to the 

north of the A40) was given particular prominence; and 

 In areas to the south of the Towy (between Carmarthen and Llandyfaelog) 

public concerns focused on the potential visual effects of the development on 

settlements such as Idole and Cwmffrwd, rather than on landscape effects (i.e. 

no particularly special values were attributed to the landscape in this area and 

a clear preference was expressed for an alignment through less settled areas 
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to the east). 

The route alignment options 

2.4.10 The desirability of undergrounding certain sections of the alignment options is 

considered in detail in Appendix 1.1.  This concludes that undergrounding would 

be the correct approach to pursue in the following locations:  

 The Towy valley (extending from the B4300 to the north of the A485 north of 

Glangwili Bridge); and 

 The Cothi valley (several alternative alignments where they run close to or 

across the river). 

2.4.11 In the first case, the Towy valley, only one alignment option remains under 

consideration and it is not necessary to give further consideration here to a 

preferred option.  In the second case, however, different sections of different 

alignment options to provide the link between Brechfa West and Brechfa East wind 

farm substations would be undergrounded and this conclusion feeds into the 

landscape and visual assessment of the alignment options undertaken below. 

2.4.12 Elsewhere, there are several other locations where there remain no options for the 

required overhead connection i.e. sections north of Llandyfaelog (A3), south of the 

Towy valley (A6 – although a short alternative either side of Tyllwyd-mawr has 

been considered), north and south of Peniel (C1 and C4), the link between the 

vicinity of Alltwalis and the Brechfa West substation (D1 and D3). These are 

locations where no feasible option of reasonable length that was likely to be 

chosen was identified in the previous stage of the project.  These sections do not 

require further consideration here.  

2.4.13 The following detailed consideration of landscape and visual routeing preferences 

therefore focuses on the following areas.  In all cases there are two options other 

than the last where there are four: 

 Options west of Llandyfaelog and regarding the preferred connection tower 
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into the existing EE overhead line (A1 and A2); 

 Options west or east of Cwmffrwd (A5 and A4); 

 Options west or east of Peniel (C2 and C3); 

 West or east options in the vicinity of Pontarsais (C5 and C6); 

 Options to link Brechfa west with Brechfa east (four alternatives) (E9, 

E2/E4/E7/E8, E2/E4/E5/E6/E8 and E2/E3/E6/E8). 

2.4.14 In each case the assessments draw on information provided in the worksheets for 

the relevant pLCAs included at Annex A of Appendix 1.2.  Multiple worksheets 

have been prepared where more than one alternative falls within the same pLCA 

to help differentiate between the options.  In these cases, given that each option 

falls within the same broad landscape character context these multiple worksheets 

often focus on variations in the specific distribution of landscape features and 

visual receptors within the respective corridors.  While particular consideration has 

been given in this process to the Holford Rules it is often the case that different 

rules suggest a preference for different options and a balanced overall 

professional judgement has therefore been required. 

West of Llandyfaelog (A1 and A2) 

2.4.15 A northern (A2) and southern (A1) option has been identified here.  Each connects 

to a different transmission tower on the existing EE route.  Both options affect 

pLCA 2 and part of the southern option falls within pLCA1 (see Appendix 1.2).  

The length of the two options is similar (the southern option is slightly longer).  

2.4.16 An assessment of the likely residual landscape and visual effects within each of 

the potentially affected pLCAs is provided in the worksheets enclosed at Annex A 

of Appendix 1.2.  A summary of visual receptors is also provided.  The significance 

of the likely landscape and visual effects upon both pLCAs have been categorised 

as Not Significant (Minor).  In this regard the landscape and visual preference here 

is not strong and both options are considered acceptable routes.  
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2.4.17 Further consideration of the likely residual landscape and visual effects in each 

nevertheless suggests a preference for the slightly longer southern option (A1).  

The principal landscape and visual reasons for preferring the southern option (A1) 

comprise: 

 A1 follows a largely valley context consistent with the Holford Rules; 

 Within A1 the overhead line would generally be seen against a backdrop of 

land and tree cover; 

 The A1 connection would link in a more visually discreet way to a transmission 

tower which sits at a lower elevation than the northern-most tower; 

 There are slightly fewer residential properties within A1 than within A2. 

 A2 comprises a more open and elevated context with greater potential for 

skyline effects inconsistent with the Holford Rules; 

 The northernmost tower of the existing EE route in A2 is located in an elevated 

and prominent position with greater potential for wirescape effects; and 

 A generally greater potential for wirescape effects further to the east within A2. 

West or east of Cwmffrwd (A5 and A4) 

2.4.18 Western and eastern options around the villages of Idole, Oakland and Cwmffrwd 

have been considered.  The two options deviate from one another to a 

considerable distance but the overall length of the two routes is broadly similar.  

The length of each route has therefore not been a factor in identifying the 

preferred alignment.  Despite the distance between them both options fall within 

pLCA4 (see Appendix 1.2).  The extent of pLCA4 essentially reflects the extent of 

the Landmap visual and sensory aspect area in this vicinity (an extensive, 

uninterrupted area of open rolling lowland). 

2.4.19 An assessment of the likely residual landscape and visual effects within each of 

the alternative corridors within pLCA4 is provided in the worksheets enclosed at 
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Annex A of Appendix 1.2.  Although both fall within the same broad landscape 

character context, separate worksheets for each option have been prepared to 

help differentiate between them.  A summary of visual receptors is also provided.  

The significance of the likely landscape and visual effects upon both parts of 

pLCA4 have been categorised as Not Significant (Minor).  In this regard the 

landscape and visual preference here is not strong and both options are 

considered acceptable routes. 

2.4.20 Further consideration of the likely residual landscape and visual effects associated 

with each option nevertheless suggests a preference for the eastern option (A4).  

The principal landscape and visual reasons for preferring the eastern option are: 

 Although A5 follows a slightly less elevated, more highly vegetated and 

visually enclosed alignment in the lower lying western part of this pLCA, and is 

therefore potentially more consistent with the Holford Rules, the greater 

topographical complexity here and the presence of areas of tree cover and 

woodland could result in greater landscape effects than along the eastern 

option; 

 Although A4 passes through a greater extent of more elevated and open 

plateau areas and could result in skyline effects in some locations, the 

simplicity of the landscape pattern and the visual enclosure created by 

extensive mature hedgerows suggest that effects here would be less; 

 The western option passes closer to the Towy estuary SLA, nationally 

registered historic landscape and visual receptors such as the Wales Coast 

Path and Sustrans Route 4.  Although effects on these areas and receptors 

would be limited and minor in significance the selection of the eastern option 

would avoid impacts on these areas entirely (effects on some promoted 

footpath routes to the east would be less substantial);   

 A greater number of residential and other visual receptors are located closer to 

the western alignment option; 

 The eastern option passes through a slightly more remote and less densely 
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settled area of agricultural countryside; and 

 The western option is likely to result in a more frequently angled alignment 

requiring additional infrastructure with slightly greater impact.  

Tyllwd-mawr (section of A6) 

2.4.21 Two short alternative alignments within section A6 (to the west and east of Tyllwd-

mawr) have been considered.  The alignment to the west was identified as 

preferable from the landscape and visual perspective and further detailed 

assessment in the context of other environmental parameters was not considered 

necessary.  The landscape and visual basis for this preference was determined 

due to the steep and visually prominent slopes that lie to the east of the property 

and the opportunity to pursue a less elevated and visually prominent option to the 

west.  This alignment would cross the ridgeline at a slightly less elevated point.  

The identification of this option was confirmed after the selection of option A4 to 

the south (see above).       

West or east of Peniel (C2 and C3) 

2.4.22 Western and eastern options around the village of Peniel have been considered.  

The two options deviate from one another to a short distance either side of the 

village and the overall length of the two routes is broadly similar.  The length of 

each route has therefore not been a factor in identifying the preferred alignment.  

Both options fall within pLCA9 (see Appendix 1.2).  The extent of pLCA9 

essentially reflects the extent of the Landmap visual and sensory aspect area in 

this vicinity (an area of Hillside and Scarp Slopes Grazing).   

2.4.23 An assessment of the likely residual landscape and visual effects within each of 

the alternative corridors within pLCA9 is provided in the worksheets enclosed at 

Annex A of Appendix 1.2.  Although both fall within the same broad landscape 

character context, separate worksheets for each option have been prepared to 

help differentiate between them.  A summary of visual receptors is also provided.  

The significance of the likely landscape and visual effects upon both parts of 
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pLCA9 have been categorised as Not Significant (Minor).  In this regard the 

landscape and visual preference here is not strong and both options are 

considered acceptable routes. 

2.4.24 Further consideration of the likely residual landscape and visual effects associated 

with each option nevertheless suggests a preference for the western option (C2).  

The principal landscape and visual reasons for preferring the western option are: 

 Although the northern part of C3 follows a less elevated, more highly 

vegetated and visually enclosed valley alignment, and is therefore potentially 

more consistent with the Holford Rules, the more intimate landscape character 

of this small scale valley, greater topographical complexity here and the 

presence of areas of tree cover and woodland would result in greater 

landscape effects than along the eastern option; 

 Although C2 passes through a greater extent of more elevated and open 

plateau areas and could result in skyline effects in some locations (particularly 

to the north on the lower slopes of Pen-cerig), the simplicity of the landscape 

pattern and the visual enclosure created by extensive mature hedgerows 

suggest that effects here would nevertheless be less; 

 A greater number of residential and other visual receptors are located in the 

valley areas closer to the eastern alignment option; and 

 The western option passes through a slightly more remote and less densely 

settled area of agricultural countryside. 

West or east in vicinity of Pontarsais (C5 and C6) 

2.4.25 Western and eastern options in the vicinity of the village of Pontarsais have been 

considered.  The two options deviate from one another to a relatively small 

distance and the overall length of the two routes is broadly similar.  The length of 

each route has therefore not been a factor in identifying the preferred alignment.  

The western option (C5) lies at a greater distance from the settlement of 

Pontarsais and the route of the A485 but passes over the steep slopes of a hill to 
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the north at Nant-y-boncath.  The eastern option (C6) passes closer to the 

settlement and main road and then passes northwards following a valley landform 

to the east of Nant-y-boncath.  Both options fall within pLCA11 (see Appendix 1.2).  

The extent of pLCA11 essentially reflects observations made in the field regarding 

the distinct, broad, flat, valley character of the landscape  to the west of Pontarsais 

(defined by surrounding hills, especially Nant-y-boncath) which differs from the 

more consistently rolling surrounding countryside .   

2.4.26 An assessment of the likely residual landscape and visual effects within each of 

the alternative corridors within pLCA11 is provided in the worksheets enclosed at 

Annex A of Appendix 1.2.  Although both fall within the same broad landscape 

character context, separate worksheets for each option have been prepared to 

help differentiate between them.  A summary of visual receptors is also provided.  

The significance of the overall likely landscape and visual effects upon both parts 

of pLCA11 have been categorised as Not Significant (Minor-Moderate).  In this 

regard the landscape and visual preference here is not strong and both options 

are considered acceptable routes.  The separate assessments of landscape 

character and visual issues in the worksheets, however, identify that C5 is likely to 

have a greater landscape character effect whereas C6 is likely to have greater 

visual effects on receptors including residential properties.  

2.4.27 Further consideration of the likely residual landscape and visual effects associated 

with each option, and consideration of the degree of importance to be applied 

between landscape character and visual effects, suggests a preference for the 

eastern option (C6).  The principal landscape and visual reasons for preferring the 

eastern option comprise: 

 Although the proposed western alignment over the western slopes of Nant-y-

boncath is considered feasible from a landscape perspective (incorporating 

careful detailed design), it remains the case that the presence of residential 

and woodland cover constraints here means that an overhead line would be a 

visible landscape element and would have a locally significant effect; 
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 Although the eastern alignment along the valley closer to the route of the A485 

would be closer to a number of residential properties, it is considered that the 

topographical and visual relationships here would be acceptable; and 

 The landscape in the vicinity of the A485 road corridor is more greatly modified 

with engineered elements compared to the more undisturbed rural landscape 

to the west. 

2.4.28 In recommending the eastern option (C6), a slight western amendment to the 

southern part of this route and into C5 has been identified to help minimise land-

use effects on fishing ponds and trees.  The amendment would also reduce the 

number of residential properties otherwise potentially affected. 

Brechfa West Substation to Brechfa East Substation (E9, E2/E4/E7/E8, 
E2/E4/E5/E6/E8 and E2/E3/E6/E8) 

2.4.29 There are essentially four options under consideration for the connection between 

the proposed sub stations at Brechfa West wind farm and Brechfa East wind farm.  

In landscape and visual terms these can be broadly summarised as follows: 

 A northern option passing through the undulating and often forested landscape 

largely outside of the SLA in the vicinity of the village of Gwernogle; 

 A middle option which links between the two proposed wind farm sites along 

the lower ground associated with the Cothi valley and including the section of 

the valley between the river and B4310 between the villages of Brechfa and 

Abergorlech; 

 A southern option which largely avoids the lower lying parts of the Cothi valley  

associated with the middle option by climbing the southern slopes of the Cothi 

valley to the south of Brechfa village and traverses higher ground to the south 

to reach the vicinity of Abergorlech – albeit largely remaining within or adjacent 

to the SLA; and 

 A fourth option which combines the western part of the middle option (that part 

which lies away from the river and route of the B4310) with the eastern part of 
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the southern option (that part associated with the more elevated section 

generally located away from the slopes of the Cothi valley) through the 

incorporation of a link section in the vicinity of Cwm Cothi to the south east of 

Brechfa village.        

2.4.30 Appendix 1.1 sets out the assumptions that have been made regarding the 

likelihood of the need for parts of some of these four options to be placed 

underground.  The identification of those sections that would need to be 

undergrounded draws on the preliminary assessment of the likely residual 

landscape and visual effects of each overhead option set out in Appendix 1.2.  The 

conclusions of those assessments mean that this landscape and visual 

assessment of the preferred route alignment options between Brechfa West and 

Brechfa East substations assumes the following: 

 Northern option (E9) – it has been assumed that all of this option would remain 

overhead.  It has also been assumed that this option is likely to require the 

incorporation of flat formation lattice steel gantries in some locations where 

steep valleys are to be crossed and more frequent, probably twin wooden 

poles to enable longer spans to be achieved across valley landforms; 

 Middle option (E2/E4/E7/E8) – it has been assumed that the section of this 

alignment option within the Cothi valley between east of Brechfa and 

Abergorlech (pLCA17 in Appendix 1.2) would be underground; 

 Southern option (E2/E3/E6/E8) – it has been assumed that the crossing of the 

Cothi valley in the vicinity of Cwm Cothi (pLCA23 in Appendix 1.2) would be 

underground; and 

 Combined middle/southern option (E2/E4/E5/E6/E8) – it has been assumed 

that the connection between the middle and southern options (section E5; 

pLCA22 in Appendix 1.2) would be underground.  

2.4.31 The preliminary landscape and visual assessment provided at Appendix 1.2 

considers the likely effects of the development on project landscape character 

areas (pLCAs) along each alignment option.  The worksheets enclosed at Annex A 
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of that document for each pLCA contain two relevant assessments that assist in 

determining preferences between the options from the landscape and visual 

perspective: 

 An assessment of the likely residual landscape and visual effects within each 

area; and 

 Consideration of the additional or different landscape and visual issues that 

might be associated with the proposed undergrounding (though in each of the 

selected sections a clear landscape and visual preference for undergrounding 

has in any case been identified). 

2.4.32 The worksheets also allow for consideration of the opportunities for mitigating 

effects of overhead sections through the incorporation of planting (whether to 

compensate for landscape effects or to locally screen visual effects on key 

receptors).  In the context of the alignment options between the proposed 

substations at Brechfa West and Brechfa East no such opportunities have been 

identified that meet the tests of necessity, practicability/ deliverability and 

effectiveness (i.e. the preferred alignment choices stated here have not been 

predicated on the assumption that such planting would be incorporated).  It 

nevertheless remains the case that some re-planting or remodelling is likely to 

occur in the northern corridor where areas of forestry might require removal to 

enable construction to occur. 

2.4.33 Figure 2 of Appendix 1.2 illustrates the assessment of the likely residual effects of 

an overhead line on different pLCAs along each alignment option between Brechfa 

West and Brechfa East.  Full details of how the assessment conclusions for each 

pLCA were reached are provided by the worksheets contained in Annex A of 

Appendix 1.2.  All of the sections between Brechfa West and Brechfa East 

identified as likely to be subject to Highly Significant (Major) effects (i.e. those 

coloured dark red) have been selected for undergrounding.  Figure 2 nevertheless 

also illustrates variability in the likely effects in the remaining overhead sections of 

each alignment option.  In broad terms it shows that: 
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 The residual landscape and visual effects are generally likely to be less in the 

pLCAs associated with the northern corridor – this primarily reflects the non-

SLA status of this area and a conclusion that the scale and character of this 

landscape and the presence of extensive commercial forest cover mean that it 

is better able to accommodate the landscape and visual effects of an 

overhead line (including, where necessary, the incorporation of low steel 

gantries to span valley landforms); 

 Overall, the residual landscape and visual effects of an OHL are generally 

likely to be less in the pLCAs associated with the southern corridor compared 

to the middle option along the floor of the Cothi valley. This primarily reflects 

that a substantial proportion of the eastern part of the southern option within 

section E6 traverses a landscape of lower sensitivity outside of the SLA at 

pLCA21. However, it should be remembered that if chosen, a route through 

pLCA17 would be undergrounded, the likely effects associated with the 

relatively short remaining length of OHL at pLCA16 would therefore be less 

than the sum of the effects at pLCAs 24, 21 and 20 combined; and 

 The fourth combined option incorporates the identified lower levels of effect 

associated with pLCA16 (in the Cothi valley to the north and west of Brechfa 

village away from the course of the river and B4310) and pLCA21 and 20 (on 

remote high ground to the south of the Cothi valley adjacent to a large area of 

forestry). 

2.4.34 In addition, although the likely residual effects of an overhead line in pLCAs 16 

and 24 are categorised by Figure 2 as likely to be similar, an isolated comparison 

of these two overhead alignment options suggests a clear preference for the 

middle option at pLCA16 on the basis that: 

 An overhead alignment through pLCA16 would be shorter than that through 

pLCA24; 

 Although both of these pLCAs fall largely within the SLA the slopes associated 

with pLCA24 to the south would result in greater effects; and 
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 pLCA16 has a more visually enclosed and well vegetated character that would 

help to contain the effects of an overhead line. 

2.4.35 A feasible route within the identified route corridor options is potentially acceptable 

for an OHL or underground cable on landscape and visual grounds, however, 

some alignments would perform better than others. Based on the summary 

assessments and considerations set out above; supported by the content of the 

worksheets contained in Annex A of Appendix 1.2; and allowing for the likelihood 

of certain sections being undergrounded, preferences for the required connection 

between the Brechfa West and Brechfa East substations solely from the 

landscape and visual perspective (and putting aside the other environmental, 

technical and cost considerations considered elsewhere within this report) are 

ranked as follows: 

2.4.36 First: The northern option (E9).  This solution is reasonably direct and would 

largely avoid effects on the SLA  

2.4.37 Second: The middle option (E2/E4/E7/E8).  On the assumption that the 

connection within E7 (pLCA17) would be undergrounded along the course of the 

B4310, this solution would be reasonably direct (approximately the same length as 

E9) and would minimise the length of overhead line within the most sensitive parts 

of the SLA. 

2.4.38 Third:  The combined middle/southern option (E2/E4/E5/E6/E8).   On the 

assumption that the connection within E5 (pLCA22) would be undergrounded 

along the course of the unclassified lane at Cwm Cothi, this solution would be 

slightly less direct but would also minimise the length of overhead line within the 

most sensitive parts of the SLA. 

2.4.39 Fourth: The southern option (E2/E3/E6/E8).  Even on the assumption that the 

connection within part of E3 (pLCA23) would be undergrounded across the Cothi 

valley, this solution would be the least direct and effects on the SLA within pLCA24 

would be greater than within pLCA16. 
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Ecology 

General 

2.4.40 The selection of a preferred route alignment in respect of ecological receptors is 

based on information gathered from desktop data searches, data provided by the 

biological records centre, consultation responses from the public and statutory 

consultees, and fieldwork carried out to date (which comprises wintering bird 

surveys and Phase 1 Habitat Surveys).   

2.4.41 The guiding principal for selecting a preferred alignment has been to avoid aligning 

a route through the habitats of greatest value for nature conservation, and those 

which would be most likely to be negatively impacted.  In particular, this meant 

avoiding wherever possible any woodland (particularly broadleaved and ancient 

semi-natural woodland) and peat habitats.  The selection process also sought to 

avoid or minimise the amount of hedgerow and marshy grassland habitats that 

were crossed. 

Consultation 

2.4.42 A meeting attended by CCC and NRW was held on 13 March 2014, during which 

the progress of the project and the work being carried out regarding ecology were 

discussed.  

2.4.43 CCC engaged with the Stage 2 consultation in a letter dated 11 April 2014. They 

provided detailed comments on the work carried out up to that date on route 

selection.  With regard to ecology, comments were provided on potentially 

sensitive receptors in specific locations, as well as comments on preferred routes 

for some of the alignment options. 

2.4.44 NRW provided a written response in a letter dated 11 April 2014.  With regard to 

ecology, this mainly provided comments on the proposed scope of ecological 

surveys.  This was followed by a meeting with NRW on 23 April 2014 to discuss 

the survey scope in more detail. 
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West of Llandyfaelog (A1 and A2) 

2.4.45 Section A1 and Section A2 have similar characteristics in terms of habitats: both 

options cross through mainly pasture fields separated by hedgerows.  However, 

Section A1 is less intensively farmed and passes through a more sheltered 

landscape.  Many of the fields here are semi-improved grassland as opposed to 

the agriculturally improved grassland crossed by A2.  Section A1 is more wooded 

than A2 and this additional habitat diversity makes it likely that it would support a 

greater abundance and diversity of wildlife, such as invertebrates, farmland birds 

and bats, than the less sheltered and diverse habitats crossed by A2.  

2.4.46 Section A1 would require the route to cross through a linear stand of woodland 

which runs across the route along a stream corridor.  Surveys have confirmed the 

presence of Dormice in this woodland.  The potential effects of this woodland 

crossing could be mitigated by aligning the route along an existing open feature 

that crosses the woodland.   

2.4.47 Section A2 crosses a greater amount of marshy grassland at the northern end 

than Section A1. 

2.4.48 Dependent upon the ability to mitigate effects upon the woodland there would not 

be a strong preference for either option, but given the fact that A1 would inevitably 

result in a woodland crossing, there is a marginal preference for A2.   

West or east of Cwmffrwd (A5 and A4) 

2.4.49 The ecological character of these two route options is broadly similar in that they 

cross a relatively flat landscape of small pasture fields separated by hedgerows.  

There are two features in particular that differentiate the two options: 

 Section A4 crosses an area of approximately 19 ha of marshy grassland, 

dense hedges and woodland at its easternmost point.  This complex of 

habitats is likely to support a diversity of wildlife and is of greater ecological 

value than the majority of this route option.  The alignment has been designed 

to cross it at its narrowest point. 
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 Section A5 crosses a stand of approximately 2 ha of broad-leaved semi-

natural woodland at its westernmost point.  Whilst it may be possible to find an 

alignment that minimises the amount of this woodland that would be affected, 

the route here is constrained between properties and it is likely that at least 

some of the woodland would need to be crossed. 

Tyllwd-mawr (section of A6) 

2.4.50 Two short alternative options have been examined either side of a farmhouse 

(Tyllwyd-mawr) on Section A6.  Both routes are very similar in length and 

ecological character: they both cross improved grassland separated by hedges 

with mature trees.  There is no strong ecological preference for either of these 

route options. 

West or east of Peniel (C2 and C3) 

2.4.51 Section C2 and Section C3 are similar in length and ecological character.  The 

landscape on both route options consists largely of improved grassland separated 

by hedges with few tall trees.  However, Section C3 crosses a more enclosed area 

at its northern end where the field hedges are denser and have more trees, along 

approximately 1 km of the route option.   

2.4.52 In contrast, Section C2 has two stands of woodland: one at its southern-most end 

consisting of two narrow strips of broadleaved woodland; and one at its western-

most point that crosses the entire 300 m corridor.  It would be possible to design a 

route avoiding the southern-most stands, but the other stand of woodland would 

inevitably be crossed.  At its narrowest point this woodland is approximately 45 m 

wide.  It is well-connected to other wooded habitats in the surrounding landscape 

and it is likely to be suitable habitat for Dormouse.   

2.4.53 There is a slight preference for Section C2, as it avoids the 1 km section of dense 

hedges on Section C3. 

West or east in vicinity of Pontarsais (C5 and C6) 
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2.4.54 Although these two route options are broadly similar, Section C5 crosses slightly 

more intensively farmed landscape, with improved grassland and clipped hedges 

with fewer trees than Section C6. 

2.4.55 Section C6 crosses fishing lakes at its southern end, and at its northern end the 

field hedges have tall trees and the fields include marshy grassland and semi-

improved grassland (which is largely absent from Section C5). 

2.4.56 Considering the more elevated, exposed and intensively farmed landscape of 

Section C5, Section C6 is likely to be of greater ecological value and there is 

therefore a preference for Section C5. 

Brechfa West Substation to Brechfa East Substation (E9, E2/E4/E7/E8, 
E2/E4/E5/E6/E8 and E2/E3/E6/E8) 

2.4.57 There are essentially three route options to connect between Brechfa West and 

Brechfa East.   These options have been selected partly to provide a connection 

that crosses the least amount of woodland possible, and avoids to a great extent 

any ancient semi-natural woodland.  The northern route (Section E9) crosses a 

largely upland landscape characterised by coniferous plantation.  The middle route 

(Section E2/E4/E7/E8) is perhaps the most direct route, running along the Cothi 

valley and only crossing the river at the Abergorlech end.  The southern-most 

route (E2/E3/E6/E8) would require two crossings of the Cothi (on Section E3 and 

at the Abergorlech end) but avoids some of the woodland and hedgerows crossed 

by the middle route.  Section E5 provides an option to compare using either E3 or 

E5 and still be able to use either E6 or E7.   

2.4.58 The first 3.4 km of Section E9 crosses through dense coniferous plantation 

woodland.  It then crosses a stream valley with broadleaved semi-natural 

woodland – data from NRW Forestry show that this supports species-rich Lobarian 

lichen communities on the mature trees.  This habitat is of high conservation value 

and particularly vulnerable to tree felling, as the slow growing lichens cannot be 

translocated or their habitat re-created except over very long time periods.  After a 

short section through open pasture fields of improved grassland, it again crosses a 
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wooded landscape comprising coniferous plantation with broadleaved semi-natural 

woodland in stream valleys.  There is a small (approximately 0.7 ha) field with bog/ 

mire habitat in this section.   It passes through another small section of open fields 

before again passing through coniferous plantation, followed by broadleaved semi-

natural woodland.  The final 2 km is almost entirely occupied by coniferous 

plantation.   

2.4.59 There are numerous records of Schedule 1 raptors including Goshawk and Honey 

Buzzard, as well as Nightjars, from Section E9.  These species use the Brechfa 

forest for hunting and nesting, and would be vulnerable to felling of trees for the 

route (impacts could include displacement to alternative hunting areas, 

disturbance during the breeding season or failure of nesting for example).   

2.4.60 Section E4 crosses a landscape characterised by small fields with dense hedges 

and tall trees, interspersed with woodland.  The fields comprise a mosaic of 

improved grassland, marshy grassland and unimproved acid grassland.  Section 

E7 crosses a similar landscape with woodland and small fields, but most of this 

section would be routed underground in the road.  This would reduce much of the 

potential impact on woodlands and trees (for example it would not result in any 

substantial fragmentation of woodland) but there would be a risk that trees 

adjacent to the road would be affected if their roots extend under the road. 

2.4.61 Section E3 is similar in character to Section E4 in that it is dominated by small 

fields with dense hedges and tall trees, interspersed with woodland.  This route 

option crosses the Cothi at a point where there is very little woodland on the west 

bank.  The east bank of the Cothi valley is dominated by open broadleaved 

woodland and a stand of coniferous plantation (Penfarch Wood).  The remainder 

of this section crosses open fields separated by hedgerows. 

2.4.62 Section E5 (which would largely be underground) heads south through open fields 

to the Cothi, and climbs the eastern slope of the Cothi valley through woodland 

and dense trees and hedges.  It mainly follows a bridleway, which may reduce the 

potential impacts on trees, although it is assumed that some trees would be 
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affected.   

2.4.63 Section E6 is routed along the edge of plantation woodland (which has recently 

been felled) to avoid a large area of mire/ bog vegetation.  This means that 

approximately 2.3 km of the total 5 km length is located in a habitat where the 

footprint impact of the poles on ecological interests would be minimal.  The 

ecological effects of the overhead line in this section may be complex, as 

overhead lines provide perches for predatory birds so there may be benefits to 

some species and disadvantages to others.  The final part of Section E6 (which 

would be underground) consists of mainly open fields with hedges. However it 

crosses a short section of woodland and two tributaries of the Afon Cothi therefore 

woodland habitat loss and temporary disturbance at the watercourses would 

occur. 

2.4.64 Section E8 heads north from the Afon Cothi across plantation woodland into open 

fields with substantial boundary trees. This section would be underground; 

therefore hedgerow/tree loss will occur however the fields themselves are not of 

significant ecological value. There is a short section of broad-leaved woodland 

crossed before it passes through open fields with hedgerows until it reaches a 

narrow section of plantation woodland. The final part crosses more open improved 

fields with hedgerows and hedgerow trees. 

2.4.65 The underground section E6/E8 would result in loss of mature trees, plantation 

woodland and broad-leaved woodland, the extent of loss would be dependant 

upon the final design alignment and the means of undergrounding. It is only less 

preferable to the E7/E8 route on the basis that it crosses two tributaries of the Afon 

Cothi as the concentration of tree and hedgerow loss will be in Section E8. 

2.4.66 Section E9 would require by far the greatest amount of woodland felling, and 

would pass through some broadleaved woodland habitat of especially high 

conservation value.  The impacts on birds of this route option would be likely to be 

much greater than any of the southern options.  This is therefore the least 

preferable option.      
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2.4.67 Of the southernmost route options, the combination of Section E4 and Section E7 

is most preferable providing that E7 would be underground in the road.  This 

option would result in the least habitat loss and is the most direct route.   

2.4.68 Section E6 is only slightly less preferable to E7 on the basis that it is slightly longer 

(as it would require the use of Section E3 or E5) and would therefore affect a 

greater amount of habitat, including broadleaved semi-natural woodland.   

2.4.69 If E6 were selected it would be necessary to choose between a route along E4/E5 

or along E3.  The total distance of these two options is similar, but Section E3 

crosses slightly more woodland than the alternative route.  There is therefore a 

marginal preference for Section E4 and E5 over Section E3. 

2.4.70 The preferred route for ecology would therefore be via the following sections: A2, 

A3, A5, A6, B, C1, C2, C4, C5 and D1, and D3, E1, E2, E4, E5, E6 and E8 to 

Brechfa East. In areas where there is more than one route option, the options that 

would be of lower adverse effect on ecology are as follows: 

 A2 would be preferable to A1,  

 A5 would be preferable to A4,  

 C2 would be preferable to C3, 

 C5 would be preferable to C6, 

 E9 is less preferable than the alternative routes to the south, 

 E4/E5 is slightly preferable to E3 and 

 E7 is preferable to E6 

2.4.71 None of the selected route options would be likely to result in ecological impacts 

on a scale that would make them completely unacceptable, once appropriate 

avoidance (through further design and micro-siting) and mitigation is applied.  All 

of the routes could therefore be built on overhead lines, or a combination of 

overhead or underground. 
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Cultural Heritage 

Consultation 

2.4.72 A meeting attended by Dyfed Archaeological Trust (DAT), CCC and Cadw was 

held on 02 April 2014, during which the progress of the project and the work being 

carried out regarding heritage were discussed.  

2.4.73 CCC engaged with the Stage 2 consultation in a letter dated 11 April 2014.  CCC 

noted that within the Towy Valley Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic 

Interest in Wales, “overhead lines would be a potential detracting element within 

this landscape of scenic and historic value.”  CCC expressed the opinion that this 

section was, “a candidate for serious consideration for undergrounding.” 

2.4.74 A response to Stage 2 consultation on behalf of both NRW and CCC, dated 

11 April 2014, was provided.  NRW/CCC noted the value and sensitivity of the 

Towy Valley Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest in Wales, and 

also the presence of historic parks and gardens within it.  This representation 

stated that an overland option may, “result in unacceptable impacts on this historic 

landscape,” and reiterated the view that undergrounding should be given serious 

consideration. 

2.4.75 DAT provided a response to Stage 2 consultation in a letter dated 

28 February 2014.  In this letter, DAT expressed concerns regarding the scope of 

historic environment investigation being carried out as part of options assessment.  

Following the meeting on 02 April 2014, DAT provided further comments in a letter 

dated 04 April 2014, in which they stated that they were, “satisfied that the historic 

environment is being suitably safeguarded against the potential impact of the 

proposed grid connection.” 

Method of assessment 

2.4.76 The assessments presented in this report are based on the results of previous 

work, reassessed in the light of more detailed design information, including the 

requirements for undergrounding described in Section 2.3.  For an OHL, 
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consideration was given to the setting of all designated assets within 200m of the 

alignment options, as well as more distant assets identified from earlier 

assessment as being particularly sensitive.  Consideration was also given to the 

setting of non-designated assets within 200m which are of types that may be of 

moderate or high value and for which setting may make an important contribution 

to that value.  All known non-designated assets within 200m of the route alignment 

options were considered in areas where undergrounding was proposed. 

West of Llandyfaelog (A1 and A2) 

2.4.77 In summary, Section A1 would be preferable to Section A2, because A2 may have 

an effect on the character and views of the Towy Valley Registered Landscape of 

Outstanding Historic Interest in Wales due to extending within its boundaries, 

whereas A1 is likely to have lower effects on views only.  Section A1 has the 

potential to have an adverse effect on a Grade II Listed Building as a result of 

changes within its setting, although this is likely to be of negligible significance.  

Both Sections may also affect one non-designated prehistoric monument.  Further 

details are as follows. 

2.4.78 In Section A1, the route alignment option contains a non-designated prehistoric 

standing stone adjacent to Cilgadan Fawr (PRN 11285, NGR SN401114) and an 

historic bridge (Pont Penyfedw, PRN 16331, NGR SN40821221).  For both assets, 

intervening trees would filter part of their intervisibility with an overhead line.  

2.4.79 In Section A2, Grade II Listed St Maelog’s Church, Llandyfaelog, may be visible in 

long views down to the southeast from the route alignment option, which would be 

located on the top of the adjacent hillside, ~500m away, and would break the 

skyline. 

2.4.80 In Section A2, the route alignment option includes part of the Towy Valley 

Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest in Wales, while Section A1 

passes within ~400m of it. 

2.4.81 In Section A2, the route alignment option contains the site of a non-designated 
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prehistoric standing stone located west of the A484 (PRN11299, at NGR 

SN407130). 

West or east of Cwmffrwd (A5 and A4) 

2.4.82 In summary, Section A4 would be preferable to Section A5, because A5 would 

have a greater effect on the Towy Valley Registered Landscape of Outstanding 

Historic Interest in Wales, due to closer proximity, and because A5 would 

adversely affect a Grade II Listed Building. Regarding non-designated assets, 

Section A4 may affect two prehistoric monuments and three historic buildings, 

while A5 may affect seven historic buildings.  Further details are as follows. 

2.4.83 In Section A5, within 200m of the route alignment option stands Grade II Listed 

Pen-y-graig Independent Chapel, east of Croesyceiliog (NGR SN41291663).  An 

overhead option would pass near to the top of a nearby hill, ~5m higher than the 

chapel and visible against the skyline.  

2.4.84 In Section A4, the route alignment option contains a non-designated prehistoric 

standing stone in a hedgerow east of the B4306 (PRN11291, at NGR SN436158). 

Further north in Section A4, a non-designated round barrow stands within 200m of 

the route alignment option (PRN1675/PRN1676, at NGR SN44121782), separated 

by hedgerows.  

2.4.85 In Section A4, the route alignment option also contains three non-designated 

historic buildings.  A 19th century chapel located just outside the route alignment 

option at Bancycapel (PRN16426, at NGR SN42981504) would be partly screened 

by adjacent buildings. Second, north of Bancycapel, the farm ‘Barthowen’ on the 

B4306 has post-medieval origins (at least) and may include extant buildings or 

structures of historic value (PRN22949, NGR SN436156).  Third, just outside the 

route alignment option and south of the A48, ‘Beaulieu Fawr’ is of 16th century 

origin and recorded as containing ‘remnants’ of the original building (PRN1670, at 

NGR SN43931816).  

2.4.86 Section A5 passes close to seven non-designated historic buildings.  Two of these 
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are post-medieval ‘homesteads’ within the route alignment option: Kingcoed farm 

(PRN22941, at NGR SN418172) and Brynygwannws (PRN22943, at NGR 

SN416161). Non-designated historic buildings outside the route alignment option 

that may be affected are: Pant Gwyn (PRN23065, located north of the A484 at 

NGR SN415153), Moelfre (PRN22942, north of Pen-y-graig chapel at NGR 

SN415169), and a group of buildings possibly of historic value at Bryn Gwanws 

(PRN23059, PRN23060 and PRN23061, at NGR SN417159).  

West or east of Peniel (C2 and C3) 

2.4.87 In summary, Section C3 would be preferable to Section C2, because C2 has the 

potential to have an adverse effect on a Grade II Listed Building.  Regarding non-

designated assets, Section C2 may have adverse effects on two prehistoric 

monuments, while C3 could affect one; however, an OHL may oversail or pass 

adjacent to the monument affected by C3.  Further details are as follows. 

2.4.88 In the southern part of Section C2, within 200m of the route alignment option, 

stands the Grade II Listed ‘House opposite Gardener's Cottage’ (NGR 

SN4282122784).  Whilst for the purposes of this comparison assessment it has 

been concluded that an OHL may have the potential to have an adverse effect on 

this building as a result of changes within its setting, there is a thick stand of 

deciduous trees adjacent to the building that would provide filtering of views in 

addition to  existing farmbuildings  

2.4.89 In the Section C2, the route alignment option includes two non-designated 

prehistoric standing stones (PRN1734, at NGR SN42942412, and PRN1733 at 

NGR SN42882478).  The southern of these would be behind a mature stand of 

trees at its closest point.  The northern asset would be intervisible with an 

overhead line across open ground at the same approximate height AOD. 

2.4.90 In the southern part of Section C3, a non-designated round barrow (PRN5373, at 

NGR SN43862271) is located in the centre of the route alignment option. 

West or east in vicinity of Pontarsais (C5 and C6) 
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2.4.91 In summary, Section C5 would be preferable to Section C6 because, while no 

designated assets would be affected, C6 could have more and greater effects on 

non-designated built heritage assets.  Section C5 may affect one historic building, 

whereas C6 may affect five historic buildings or structures.  Further details are as 

follows. 

2.4.92 At the southern end of Section C5, Glancorrwg, a non-designated historic building, 

is located just outside and ~35m above the route alignment option (PRN25045, at 

NGR SN43452840). 

2.4.93 In Section C6, a group of four non-designated historic buildings or structures are 

located on the eastern edge of the route alignment option, along the A485 north of 

Pontarsais. These include a former 19th century school (PRN 16556, at NGR 

SN44292864), a post-medieval bridge (PRN10083, at NGR SN44282873), a 

vicarage (PRN16555, at NGR SN44402912) and a post-medieval cottage 

(PRN24014, at NGR SN44302967). A fifth asset, a former woollen mill 

(PRN24013), is located on the western side of the route alignment option (at NGR 

SN44192934). All of these assets would experience open views of an overhead 

line, filtered in some directions by mature hedgerows.  

Brechfa West Substation to Brechfa East Substation (E9, E2/E4/E7/E8, 
E2/E4/E5/E6/E8 and E2/E3/E6/E8) 

2.4.94 In summary, the options through the E Sections are ranked in order of preference 

corresponding to their locations from north (most preferred) to south (least 

preferred). Section E9 would be the most preferable route, followed by the 

combination of Sections E2/4/7/8. These would be preferable to the combination of 

Sections E2/4/5/6/8, while Sections E2/3/6/8 would be the least preferable. In 

arriving at this conclusion it should be noted that this is a comparison assessment 

with all options considered appropriate to accommodate the connection on 

heritage grounds. 

2.4.95 Northernmost Section E9 may adversely affect two Grade II Listed Buildings and 

one non-designated historic building, none of which would be affected by the other 
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options. However, Section E9 would have no potential for effect on the 

Conservation Area, two Grade II* and two Grade II Listed Buildings, and four non-

designated built heritage assets at Abergorlech; all other options may affect these 

assets, although the likely significance of these effects is not high. Either options 

along the Cothi Valley (via Sections E2/4/7/8 or E2/4/5/6/8), may adversely affect 

a Grade II Listed Building (‘Fforest’) in Brechfa and two non-designated built 

heritage assets that would be unaffected by the other two options. The southern 

option from Brechfa (E2/4/5/6/8) and the southernmost option (E2/3/6/8) may 

affect a Scheduled Monument (ring cairn), five non-designated prehistoric 

monuments and a non-designated historic building. The southernmost option 

(E2/3/6/8) may also affect a further two non-designated prehistoric monuments 

that would be unaffected by other routes. Further details are as follows. 

2.4.96 In Section E3, the route alignment option contains three non-designated 

prehistoric monuments, two of which may be affected by an overhead line. These 

two assets are ~1.1km south of Brechfa:  a severely eroded round barrow 

(PRN11057, at NGR SN52522915) and the site of a standing stone (PRN11055, 

at NGR SN52732915). An overhead line may oversail or pass adjacent to either 

asset. 

2.4.97 In Section E4, within 200m of the route alignment option, stands ‘Fforest’, a Grade 

II Listed Building located uphill and immediately north of the centre of Brechfa 

(NGR SN5218130960), in partly wooded environs. An overhead line would pass 

downhill of this asset. A second Grade II Listed Building, ‘Felin Marlais’ corn mill, is 

located within 200m of the route alignment option for Section E4, but is separated 

by thick woodland so is unlikely to be affected. Approximately 200m from the route 

alignment option for Section E4 stand two more Grade II Listed Buildings: Tyr 

Mawr hotel and Whitehouse; these are located in Brechfa, surrounded by trees 

and other buildings, so are unlikely to be affected by changes in their settings. 

2.4.98 In Section E4, two post-medieval buildings are located on the road leading 

northwest from Brechfa. These are Forest Lodge (PRN17108, at NGR 

SN52103062) and Bryn Y Felin former mill (PRN17109, at NGR SN52103062). 
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Local tree cover has the potential to screen or filter views of an OHL. 

2.4.99 In Section E6, the route alignment option includes Y Garn prehistoric ring cairn, 

which is a Scheduled Monument (NGR SN56143091). This asset is located on the 

southern edge of the option, so an overhead line would be downhill and partly 

backgrounded in views from the cairn or along the ridge by trees and distant 

terrain. Three further non-designated round barrows (PRN13190, PRN13193 and 

PRN13194) are located within 75m of Y Garn ring cairn. These are in poor 

condition or destroyed, but their group value increases the importance of every 

element, including the Scheduled Monument. The route alignment option of E6 

also contains a fourth non-designated barrow or cairn (now represented only by a 

recumbent monolith and scatter of stones) located ~800m southeast of Y Garn 

(PRN745, at NGR SN55563033). This asset is in the centre of the option, and may 

be oversailed by or adjacent to an overhead line. 

2.4.100 In Section E6, one non-designated historic building is located within the route 

alignment option. Trebwl (PRN 25667) is located north of Pen-y-Garn at NGR 

SN57403230. An overhead line would be intervisible in open views. 

2.4.101 In Section E8, ~300m from the route alignment option, Abergorlech contains a 

Conservation Area, two Grade II* and two Grade II Listed Buildings, and four non-

designated built heritage assets (PRN17127, PRN1195, PRN24022, PRN17125). 

Views to, from and including these assets and the route alignment option would be 

strongly affected by the topography, which provides effective screening in some 

areas, as well as the separation distance. 

2.4.102 In Section E9, within 200m of the route alignment option, are two Grade II Listed 

Buildings: the Church of St Michael (at NGR SN5496834710) and ‘Pant-y-Bettws’ 

traditional Welsh longhouse (at NGR SN5472134498) in Llanfihangel Rhos y 

Corn. An overhead line would pass downhill from these assets, with hedge-lines 

intervening and woodland backgrounding the key views. There is also a non-

designated historic vicarage located on the same road as Pant-y-Bettws 

(PRN17091, at NGR SN54493437), which would experience similar effects. 
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2.4.103 In Section E9, Gwernogle contains the following built heritage receptors: a 

restored historic cottage (PRN6792, NGR SN53103390), a near destroyed cottage 

(PRN6790, NGR SN53013400), a chapel (PRN17088, NGR SN52983401), a post 

office (PRN46374, NGR SN52953400) and a blacksmith (PRN 17089, NGR 

SN52903402). An overhead line has the potential to be screened by thick 

woodland, which may prevent effects from occurring to these receptors. 

Summary of preferred route 

2.4.104 The preferred route for the historic environment would be via the following 

sections: A1, A3, A4, A6, B, C1, C3, C4, C5 and D1, then D3, E1, and E9 to 

Brechfa East. In areas where there is more than one route option, the options that 

would be of lower adverse effect on the historic environment are follows: 

 A1 would be preferable to A2; 

 A4 would be preferable to A5;  

 C3 would be preferable to C2; 

 C5 would be preferable to C6; 

 E9 would be preferable to E2/4/7/8, E2/4/5/6/8 or E2/3/6/8; 

 E2/4/7/8 would be preferable to E2/4/5/6/8 or E2/3/6/8; and 

 E2/3/6/8 would be slightly preferable to E2/4/5/6/8. 

Other issues 

2.4.105 Several factors may influence the final alignment of an OHL but in general they are 

not determining factors in selection of alternative route options, compared to the 

major influencing factors related to landscape and visual impacts (including 

historic setting) and in some cases, ecological factors, as explained above.  Such 

factors include environmental and socioeconomic issues as well as health and 

safety concerns.  For completeness these are addressed below. 
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2.4.106 Underlying solid geology did not influence route selection, since the wooden poles 

are located in superficial soil/ subsoil layers and would rarely impinge upon 

bedrock.  Local micrositing is sufficient to avoid difficult ground conditions such as 

local outcrops of solid rock. 

2.4.107 There are places where the OHL would need to pass over areas of peat.  

Occurrence of peat will be avoided where possible during detailed design (e.g. by 

routing along a roadside) and by micrositing of the alignment by careful positioning 

of poles so that the peat area is spanned by the OHL.  Nevertheless there may be 

some areas that cannot be avoided altogether in this way.  However, this was not 

a determining factor since whichever route alignment option is selected no option 

totally avoids areas of peat. 

2.4.108 Soils are not a determining factor since impact on and loss of valued agricultural 

soils would be insignificant in any case. 

2.4.109 Flood risk and hydrological issues were not a determining factor, as there are no 

options that avoid river crossings or areas at risk of flooding.  Poles would not be 

located closer than 8m from the edge of a main river and small water courses 

would generally be spanned by the OHL.  The main crossing of the Rivers Towy 

and Cothi would be achieved with an underground cable (subject to detailed 

investigation of ground conditions), which would be unlikely to affect hydrological 

or hydrogeological conditions and would not alter flood risk. 

2.4.110 Air quality is not a determining factor, since there are no operational phase 

emissions from an OHL or underground cable (apart from occasional visits by 

maintenance teams/ vehicles).  Construction phase emissions from plant/ 

equipment and dust (after soils stripping for cable trenching or foundations were 

any steel gantries to be deployed) would not likely be significant and can be 

controlled. 

2.4.111 Noise and vibration is not an issue during the operational phase of an OHL or 

cable.  Construction phase emissions can be controlled and any route alignment 

would be sufficiently far from sensitive receptors such as residences as to not be 
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an influencing factor in route selection.  The location of major HDD launch sites 

may need to be carefully planned and noise mitigation may be necessary, but this 

is not a determining factor in route selection. 

2.4.112 EMF emissions are not a determining factor as this factor is common to all 

alignments and is addressed by maintaining adequate setback from the alignment. 

2.4.113 A search of local authority data on recent planning applications in the area 

identified only relatively small scale planned development (such as agricultural 

buildings, individual wind turbines or householder extensions) that would not 

impinge directly upon any alignment to the extent that a route could be plotted to 

avoid them and so these were not determining factors in route selection. 

2.4.114 Various socioeconomic aspects were considered, including tourism and 

recreation, agricultural and other land uses such as forestry, and transport.  Option 

E9 is slightly less favoured than the more southerly routes as more forestry land 

would be affected. However, forestry would be affected to a greater or lesser 

extent by all options connecting to Brechfa East and West. As no alignment would 

result in larger or longer lasting socioeconomic effects on recreation/ tourism or 

agricultural land uses than other options, none of these were determining factors 

in route selection (although some of the issues were considered to be major 

influencing factors in the landscape appraisal). The presence of fishing ponds and 

rivers has been taken into account in determining a feasible alignment. 

Technical issues 

 General 

2.4.115 WPD has commissioned specialist engineering advice to investigate the 

‘buildability and maintainability’ of the various route options.  Whilst all options are 

considered to be capable of accommodating the circuit connection either overhead 

or underground there are certain, primarily topological and geotechnical factors 

along with location and climatic loading constraints which suggest increased 

complexity in the construction and operation of some sections of the connection. 
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Consultation  

2.4.116 Stage 2 consultation sought information from consultees with regard to matters 

such as the crossing of existing utilities and highways.  The consultation included 

a meeting with South Wales Trunk Road Agency, Welsh Government Highways 

and CCC on 31 March 2014.  Comments received have influenced both the choice 

of technology (undergrounding or overhead) appropriate to each section and the 

preferential comparison of the route options.  

West of Llandyfaelog (A1 and A2) 

2.4.117 A1 and A2 are both considered to represent broadly similar, technical challenges.  

A1 requires the crossing of a narrow valley but this is considered capable of being 

spanned using standard OHL equipment.  As A1 is slightly longer than A2, the 

technical preference is for section A2. 

West or east of Cwmffrwd (A5 and A4) 

2.4.118 A4 and A5 are both considered to represent broadly similar, technical challenges.  

A4 whilst longer would be straighter in alignment with fewer angles of deviation 

required.  The straightness of the route, for example north of the B4360 to the 

property of Ty-newydd suggests that longer sections of OHL would be potentially 

possible, enabling greater flexibility in stringing locations.  A4 is preferred to A5. 

West or east of Peniel (C2 and C3) 

2.4.119 C2 is preferred to C3.  Whilst approximate lengths are of a similar order, C2 

presents fewer topographical challenges (such as the steep sided, narrow valleys 

and slopes east of Aberdauddwr and Sarnau Farm) than C3. 

West or east in vicinity of Pontarsais (C5 and C6) 

2.4.120 C6 is considered to be preferable to C5 due to a comparatively less challenging 

profile and comparative ease of access. 

Brechfa West Substation to Brechfa East Substation (E9, E2/E4/E7/E8, 
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E2/E4/E5/E6/E8 and E2/E3/E6/E8) 

2.4.121 The options considered to connect Brechfa West to Brechfa East wind farms have 

potentially, the most significant technical challenges.  As such WPD commissioned 

a report to identify the technical issues concerned with the proposed E9 option.  

This report is included as Appendix 2.1 and was prepared by LS Transmission 

Consultancy Limited (“LSTC”) for WPD.  The report describes the design and 

construction challenges for E9 and is based upon professional experience, 

contractor liaison, design CDM and information from site visits. In order to better 

understand the design and construction challenges an indicative overhead line 

route was prepared based on a conceptual design using a Digital Terrain Model 

(DTM).  

2.4.122 The design incorporates a basic span of 130m but in parts along E9, which is set 

within steep valleys and mature commercial forestry the OHL requires much 

shorter span lengths in numerous locations in order to navigate steep slopes.  

Additionally special structures would be required in seven locations where span 

lengths would exceed the maximum permissible design. Within E9 there are ten 

valley crossings ranging from 143m to 350m in length.  In order to span these 

valleys there would be a requirement to undertake slope stability work to create 

safe working platforms in addition to the need to create new access routes on 

steep slopes through the forestry for construction and maintenance.  

2.4.123 It is considered that extensive cut and fill would be required to create access in 

areas of steep slopes to enable the safe transportation of construction machinery 

to pole locations.  

2.4.124 Initial site assessments indicate the presence of rock at or near ground level 

suggesting that foundation for structures will require excavation into rock and the 

need for specialist plant.  LSTC have highlighted slope stability and CDM as 

potential issues. 

2.4.125 The construction of OHL sections along  E2/E4/E7/E8, E2/E4/E5/E6/E8 or 

E2/E3/E6/E8 is considered to be less problematic from a technical perspective 
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with E3 less favoured due to the presence of high ground south of Banc y Daren. 

There is no technical preference for OHL sections along E2/E4/E5/E6/E8 or 

E2/E3/E6/E8.  Both routes also include for the undergrounding of certain sections 

and advice has been sought from a specialist cabling contractor on the ease of 

construction.  Each is considered to pose challenges for undergrounding, such as 

the crossing of the Cothi within section E5 or at Nantyffin although the conclusion 

reached is that none of the undergrounding sections pose insurmountable 

technical issues.  When consideration is also given to the technical issues arising 

from the probable requirement to temporarily close sections of the B4310 to 

enable the laying of cables and the management of that closure, the conclusion 

reached is that there is no technical preference for either route.   

Cost issues for construction 

General 

2.4.126 The construction costs referred to in this section exclude land rights payments or 

any costs associated with the consenting process. 

West of Llandyfaelog (A1 and A2) 

2.4.127 Based upon an average OHL cost of £150,000 per km A1 would cost 

approximately £400,000 and A2, £288,000 to construct.  Incorporating lifetime 

costs based upon an average cost per kilometre would maintain a similar price 

differential. 

West or east of Cwmffrwd (A5 and A4) 

2.4.128 As OHL, costs would be very similar at £928,500 for A4 and £918,000 for A5.   

Lifetime costs would also be very similar for both options. 

West or east of Peniel (C2 and C3) 

2.4.129 As OHL capital costs would be very similar at £618,000 and £612,000 for C2 and 

C3 respectively.  Lifetime costs would also be similar with consequently no one 
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option preferred on cost alone. 

West or east in vicinity of Pontarsais (C5 and C6) 

2.4.130 As OHL, C5 would be slightly cheaper at £342,000 compared to £382,000 for C6.  

Lifetime costs would also favour C5 over C6 at £219,000 and £245,000 

respectively.   

Brechfa West Substation to Brechfa East Substation (E9, E2/E4/E7/E8, 
E2/E4/E5/E6/E8 and E2/E3/E6/E8) 

2.4.131 The most expensive option would be that which includes for the undergrounding 

along the Cothi Valley.  E2/4/7/8 would therefore cost an estimated £10,542,000 to 

build compared to E9 at £3,645,000 (based upon an average of £300,000 per km 

OHL reflecting the increased complexity of construction along this route). 

E2/4/5/6/8 and E2/3/6/8 (both based on OHL elements at £150,000 plus 

undergrounding)  would cost £8,380,000  and £3,873,700 respectively.  When 

combining the capital costs with lifetime costs the differences between the options 

remain similar with E2/4/7/8 remaining substantially higher (£11,390,922) than the 

other options which would be E9 at £4,815,000, E2/4/5/6/8 at £9,556,815 and 

E2/3/6/8 at £5,244,636.  It should be noted that the costs associated with E9 do 

not include for the compensation costs associated with the loss of forestry or for 

the costs of replacement planting as required by NRW. 

Overall preferred alignment 

2.4.132 Based on the evaluation described above (as summarised in Table 2.1), the 

overall preferred alignment option (shown on Figure 3) is as follows: 

 Section A1 (in preference to A2); 

 Section A3; 

 Section A4 (in preference to A5); 

 Section A6 (western alignment); 
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 Section B (underground); 

 Section C1 (underground); 

 Section C2 (in preference to C3); 

 Section C4; 

 Section C6 (in preference to C5); and 

 Section D1. 

Onwards connection to Brechfa Forest West and East via: 

 Section D3; 

 Section E1; and 

 Sections E2/4/5/6/8 (in preference to other options); with E5 underground, as 

well as the section of E8 that crosses the River Cothi (since this part of the 

route section falls within pLCA 17 where it was concluded (refer to Appendices 

1.1 and 1.2) that an OHL in this area would result in ‘serious concern’). 

2.4.133 The final selection of the preferred route was driven largely by landscape and 

visual impact considerations; for all sections where there was a choice of options 

those preferred in landscape terms were selected, with one exception which was 

the connection between Brechfa West and Brechfa East.  Although WPD 

recognises the preference in landscape and visual terms for E9, the significant 

technical constraints are considered to pose too much of a risk to the project in 

terms of constructability, future maintenance and the safety of the workforce.  The 

significant amount of felling necessary and a requirement for the creation of 

working areas on steep slopes may also give rise to the potential for significant 

environmental effects although it would only be possible to confirm this following 

further detailed design.  E9 was not the preferred option on ecological grounds.  

2.4.134 WPD is aware of the landscape sensitivity of the Cothi Valley but considers that, 

with the sections proposed for undergrounding, a route which avoids those parts of 
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the SLA most sensitive to OHL can be designed and constructed.  Whilst 

undergrounding along the valley floor from Brechfa to Abergorlech would be most 

preferable from a landscape and visual perspective, the substantial cost 

differential, and the presence of what is considered to be an environmentally 

acceptable alternative suggests that E2/4/5/6/8 is preferred.  

2.4.135 Certain options preferred on either ecological or heritage grounds were not 

selected.  In each case they were of slight or marginal preference and adverse 

effects were not considered to be a major constraint, with the final alignment 

capable of, for instance, minimising loss of woodland and effects on the setting of 

heritage features such as historic buildings. The preferred route alignment is also 

a technically favourable route (along with E2/4/7/8) but it is not the cheapest 

although WPD is of the opinion that it represents the most appropriate balance 

between environmental, technical and cost considerations overall. 

Alterations to alignment corridors  

2.4.136 Section C6 was selected as the preferred alignment based on the landscape and 

visual evaluation. However, during the stage 2 consultation the use of the fishing 

ponds and arboretum to the west of Pontarsais was raised. Owing to the limited 

space to maintain sufficient distances from properties whilst responding to the 

comments raised, it was decided by the project team that it was preferable to 

expand the alignment corridor to the east and north of these features to avoid 

them and select C6, rather than select the C5 alignment corridor. The expanded 

alignment corridor, which includes a portion of land to the west and north-west of 

the fishing ponds, can be seen on Figure 3.  

2.4.137 Section E5 of the route alignment was selected as the preferred alignment option 

and on the basis of the landscape and visual evaluation was identified as a section 

which may give rise to ‘serious concerns’ and hence should be considered for 

undergrounding. As a result, the alignment option was expanded in a southerly 

direction to potentially make use of an existing track/road for the undergrounding 

route. The expanded alignment corridor can be seen on Figure 3. 
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Table 2.1 Option selection - Summary table 

Sections compared: A1 and A2 

Technical 

Technical complexity  More complex solutions may increase difficulties and costs of access/ maintenance/ repair, may make system less resilient to 
faults 
A1 would connect to Tower 46.  Length of line through A1 is approximately 1.7km and as such is shorter than A2 
(approximately 2.3km).  Neither alignment option is considered technically complex although A2 would require the crossing of 
a narrow wooded valley at Pont Cilwg. 

Construction issues  Novel techniques, larger size/ volume of equipment and materials, etc. may present risks to programme and entail higher cost; 
includes transport and access arrangements 
Neither connection would require novel techniques.  A2 would require a greater volume of equipment including more angle 
towers.  Access to both corridors is available via existing field gates.   

Technology issues  Simple, established and proven technology will be more robust and present less risk 
An OHL along either corridor would entail simple, established and proven technology. 

Overall technical comparison:  A1 and A2 are both considered to represent broadly similar, technical challenges.  A2 requires the crossing of a narrow valley but 
this is considered capable of being spanned using standard equipment.  As A2 is slightly longer than A1, and that the connection is more straightforward on A1, it 
is A1 that is preferred. 
 
 

 

Cost 

Capital cost (order of)  Based upon an average OHL cost of £150,000 per km A1 would cost approximately £400,000 and A2, £288,000. 

Lifetime cost (order of)  Based upon maintenance costs and NPV cost of losses (taken from Lifetime Cost Report) for overhead line it is estimated that 
the costs for A1 would be £257,000 and for A2, £185,000. 
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Cost 

Overall cost comparison: 
A2 would be cheaper to construct and operate. 
 

 

Topic area  Potential impacts  Summary of selection 

Landscape & visual  Likely residual effects would be similar and generally 
insignificant for both options.  Either option would be acceptable 
in landscape and visual terms. 
Section A2 is relatively open and elevated contrary to Holford. 
Section A1 largely comprises a shallow valley landform more 
consistent with Holford. 
Some loss of tree cover likely within valley at A1 but detailed 
design would be able to minimise. 
Slightly greater number of visual receptors at A2.  A2 also closer 
to sensitive routes such as the Wales Coast Path and Sustrans 
National Cycle Route. 

Preference for A1 over A2. 
The valley landform at A1 would be more successful in 
accommodating the effects of the development. 
Although potential wirescape effects could occur in both options 
the lower lying topography at A1 would limit adverse effects. 
Visual effects would be fewer and less significant at A1. 

Ecology  Section A1: 258m  woodland, 17 hedges and 578m of semi‐
improved grassland 
Section A2: 0m woodland, 17 hedges and 1km of semi‐improved 
grassland 

A2 because of the lower amount of woodland crossed. 

Cultural heritage  Towy Valley Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic 
Interest in Wales: adverse impact on views for both, but greater 
for A1; A1 may also affect landscape character. 
Grade II Listed St Maelog’s Church, Llandyfaelog: possible 
adverse effect from A1. 
Non‐designated assets: each option may affect 1 prehistoric 
monument. 

A1 would be preferable to A2. 
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Topic area  Potential impacts  Summary of selection 

Other issues  No determining factors  No determining factors 

Overall environmental 
comparison 

A desire to avoid effects upon the SLA and Historic Landscape to the west of A2 suggests that A1 is preferred.  Whilst the ecological 
preference is for A2 it is considered that appropriate design should mitigate against significant ecological effects.  

 

Overall conclusion and selection  

There is no strong technical preference for either route.  Whilst A1 would be more expensive it is considered that the environmental preference for  A1 in terms 
of cultural heritage and landscape and visual consideration are such that it should be taken forward.  
 

Note: Appraisal format based on National Grid Options Appraisal Toolkit, October 2012  
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Table 2.1 Option selection - Summary table 

Sections compared: A4 and A5 

Technical 

Technical complexity  More complex solutions may increase difficulties and costs of access/ maintenance/ repair, may make system less resilient to 
faults 
A4 is considered to be less technically complex than A5.  A4 is straighter and has fewer settlements/ properties along its length 
which suggests fewer diversions and a consequently straighter alignment.  Neither alignment is considered technically complex.  
A4 is longer than A5.  

Construction issues  Novel techniques, larger size/ volume of equipment and materials, etc. may present risks to programme and entail higher cost; 
includes transport and access arrangements 
Neither connection would require the adoption of novel techniques.  A4 is likely to require greater volumes of material to A5 
given its longer length, however fewer angle poles will be required.  Access through A4 is available using existing farm gates 
and access from the highway.  

Technology issues  Simple, established and proven technology will be more robust and present less risk 
An OHL along either corridor would entail simple, established and proven technology 

Overall technical comparison: A4 and A5 are both considered to represent broadly similar, technical challenges.  A4 whilst longer would be straighter in alignment 
with fewer angles of deviation required.  Stringing over longer sections would be potentially possible, enabling greater flexibility in stringing locations.  A4 is 
preferred to A5. 
 

 

Cost 

Capital cost (order of)  As OHL, costs would be very similar at £928,500 for A4 and £918,000 for A5. 

Lifetime cost (order of)  A4, as an OHL would have a lifetime cost of £596,000 compared with A5 at £589,000. 

Overall cost comparison: 
Both options would cost broadly the same to construct and operate. 
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Topic area  Potential impacts  Summary of selection 

Landscape & visual  Likely residual effects would be similar and generally 
insignificant for both options.  Either option would be 
acceptable in landscape and visual terms. 
Although A5 is slightly lower lying and more heavily 
vegetated (consistent with Holford) the presence of some 
steep sided valley landforms would increase landscape 
effects. 
Although A4 is in parts more open and elevated 
(inconsistent with Holford), its field pattern and mature 
hedgerows would accommodate the development 
reasonably successfully. 
A5 passes a larger number of residential and other sensitive 
visual receptors.  A5 is generally a more settled area. 

Preference for A4 over A5. 
A4 is considered preferable due to its less complex 
topography and less frequent sensitive visual receptors. 

Ecology  Section A4: 176m woodland, 47 hedges, 1,175m semi‐
improved grassland 
Section A5: 168m woodland, 49 hedges, 975m semi‐
improved grassland 

Slight preference for A5 as it crosses slightly less woodland 
and semi‐improved grassland 

Cultural heritage  Towy Valley Registered Landscape of Outstanding Historic 
Interest in Wales: A5 would have greater adverse impact on 
views than A4. 
Grade II Listed Pen‐y‐graig Independent Chapel: A5 may 
have an adverse effect. 
Non‐designated assets: A4 may affect 2 prehistoric 
monuments & 3 historic buildings; A5 may affect 7 historic 
buildings. 

A4 would be preferable to A5 

Other issues  No determining factors  No determining factors 
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Topic area  Potential impacts  Summary of selection 

Overall environmental 
comparison 

Landscape and visual and cultural heritage preference A4 over A5.  This is because it avoids the more sensitive areas, including 
settlements.  The absence of settlements suggests that A4 is more sensitive ecologically and this has resulted in an ecological 
preference for A5.  However this preference is slight and overall it is considered that A4 is most appropriate environmentally.  

 

Overall conclusion and selection  

There is no strong technical preference for either route although being straighter, A4 is marginally preferred.  The costs for A4 and A5 are similar.  The  
environmental preference for A4 in terms of cultural heritage and landscape and visual consideration are such that it should be taken forward. 
 

Note: Appraisal format based on National Grid Options Appraisal Toolkit, October 2012 
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Table 2.1 Option selection - Summary table 

Sections compared: C2 and C3 

Technical 

Technical complexity  More complex solutions may increase difficulties and costs of access/ maintenance/ repair, may make system less resilient to 
faults 
C2 would require the crossing of several steep sided valleys and slopes such as to the east of Aberdauddwr and Sarnau Farm   
but these are less steep than in   C3 which also requires the crossing of slopes. 

Construction issues  Novel techniques, larger size/ volume of equipment and materials, etc. may present risks to programme and entail higher cost; 
includes transport and access arrangements 
Issues are associated with the need to cross narrow steep sided valleys and high ground 

Technology issues  Simple, established and proven technology will be more robust and present less risk 
Both options should be capable of construction using the same established technology.  

Overall technical comparison: C2 is preferred to C3.  Whilst approximate lengths are of a similar order, C2 presents fewer topographical challenges to C3. 
 
 

 

Cost 

Capital cost (order of)  As OHL costs would be very similar at £618,000 and £612,000 for C2 and C3 respectively. 

Lifetime cost (order of)  There are more wooded areas and wooded field boundaries to be crossed in C2 which would require ongoing maintenance and 
hence cost.  However based upon indicative costs set out within the Lifetime Cost Report estimates for both options are similar 
at £396,000 and £393,000 for C2 and C3 respectively. 

Overall cost comparison:  With regard to capital and lifetime costs, both options are approximately equal. 
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Topic area  Potential impacts  Summary of selection 

Landscape & visual  Likely residual effects would be similar overall and generally 
insignificant for both options.  Either option would be 
acceptable in landscape and visual terms. 
C3 comprises a valley landform (consistent with Holford) 
but is of a small scale and contains substantial areas of 
woodland and other vegetation.  Areas to the east of Peniel 
are also generally slightly more densely settled with more 
frequent visual receptors. 
C2 includes a relatively steep sided and partially wooded 
valley landform where some loss of tree cover is likely (it is 
anticipated that detailed design would minimise impacts). 
Although the northern part of C2 is relatively elevated and 
visually open it is considered that there is sufficient tree 
and hedgerow cover to help accommodate the effects of 
the OHL 

Preference for C2 over C3.  Although C3 comprises a valley 
landform a combination of its small scale, dense vegetation 
and increased frequency of visual receptors suggests effects 
here would be greater.  Although relatively elevated and 
open, C2 is considered able to accommodate the effects of 
the development. 

Ecology  Section C2: 212m woodland and 29 hedges 
Section C3: 180m woodland and 39 hedges 

Slight preference for C3  

Cultural heritage  Grade II Listed ‘House opposite Gardener's Cottage’: C2 
may have an adverse effect. 
Non‐designated assets: C2 may affect 2 prehistoric 
monuments; C3 may 1 prehistoric monument, oversailing 
or adjacent to it. 

C3 would be preferable to C2 

Other issues  No determining factors  No determining factors 

Overall environmental 
comparison 

C2 is considered to be more able to accommodate an OHL in landscape and visual terms.  Whilst there is a preference or slight 
preference for C3 from cultural heritage and ecology, it is considered that the potential for effects which has been identified can be 
mitigated at the design stage. 
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Overall conclusion and selection  

Presenting fewer technical challenges C2 is considered preferable to C3 on technical grounds with costs being very similar.  The  environmental preference for C2 
is driven by the landscape and visual conclusions recognising that cultural heritage and ecology favour C3. 

 

Note: Appraisal format based on National Grid Options Appraisal Toolkit, October 2012  
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Table 2.1 Option selection - Summary table 

Sections compared: C5 and C6 

Technical 

Technical complexity  More complex solutions may increase difficulties and costs of access/ maintenance/ repair, may make system less resilient to 
faults 
C5 is considered to be less technically complex than C6 which has a greater number of properties and features to be avoided 
which would necessitate deviation and a greater use of angle poles.  C5 must rise up and over Nant‐y‐boncath hill which has 
steep slopes on the south side making C5 more complex in terms of topography related constraints. 

Construction issues  Novel techniques, larger size/ volume of equipment and materials, etc. may present risks to programme and entail higher cost; 
includes transport and access arrangements 
Neither connection would require the adoption of novel techniques.  C6 is likely to require greater volumes of material to C5 
given its longer length and potential for greater deviation.  

Technology issues  Simple, established and proven technology will be more robust and present less risk 
Both options should be capable of construction using the same established technology. 

Overall technical comparison: C6 is considered to be preferable to C5 due the comparatively less challenging profile.  
 
 

 

Cost 

Capital cost (order of)  As OHL, C5 would be slightly cheaper at £342,000 compared to £382,000 for C6. 

Lifetime cost (order of)  Slightly more ‘woody areas’ in C6 hence maintenance costs.  Based upon the calculations contained with the Lifetime Costs 
report, C5 would be approximately £219,000 and C6 £245,000. 

Overall cost comparison: 
C6 would be slightly more expensive to construct and operate by a margin of approximately 10%. 
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Topic area  Potential impacts  Summary of selection 

Landscape & visual  The overall combined significance of likely residual 
landscape and visual effects would be similar and 
insignificant for both options.  On this basis either option 
would be acceptable in landscape and visual terms.  Effects 
of each option nevertheless vary with C5 likely to result in a 
greater landscape effect and C6 a greater visual effect. 
C5 would traverse a distinct and visually prominent 
landform to the north resulting in adverse skylining 
(inconsistent with Holford and not possible to fully mitigate 
through detailed design). 
C6 would pass closer to a number of visual receptors 
including more frequent residential properties. 

Preference for C6 over C5.  On balance, C6 is considered 
more consistent with Holford.  Greater weight has been 
placed on the landscape effect at C5 than on the visual 
effects at C6. 

Ecology  Section C5: 17 hedges 
Section C6: 20 hedges, 1.2km semi‐improved grassland 
(span across where possible) 

Slight preference for C5 

Cultural heritage  Non‐designated assets: C5 may affect 1 historic building; C6 
may affect 6 historic buildings/structures although not all 
are designated. 

C5 would be preferable to C6 

Other issues  No determining factors  No determining factors 

Overall environmental 
comparison 

Preference is slight in ecological terms and potential effects are capable of mitigation.  A hybrid which spans from C5 to C6 has been 
selected as this is considered to best respond to the concerns received during consultation and as a result of further environmental 
study.  

 

Overall conclusion and selection  

C6 is favoured technically although it would slightly more expensive to construct and operate.  Environmentally a hybrid has been selected which includes for the 
southern part of C5 but then crosses to C6.  This is considered to better respond to consultation comments and in particular removes some potentially sensitive 
receptors from the alignment.   
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Note: Appraisal format based on National Grid Options Appraisal Toolkit, October 2012 
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Table 2.1 Option selection - Summary table 

Sections compared: E9, E2/4/7/8, E2/4/5/6/8 and E2/3/6/8 

Technical 

Technical complexity  More complex solutions may increase difficulties and costs of access/ maintenance/ repair, may make system less resilient to 
faults: 
Corridor E2/4/7/8 would be a mix of OHL and underground cabling.  With regard to OHL it could have the potential for one 
span north of Abergorlech which may potentially exceed the maximum permissible design span. Otherwise the overhead line 
sections along this route are considered to be relatively straight with no constructability issues and show moderate levels of 
compliance with routing principles generally.  The ‘serious concerns’ assessment has suggested that to be environmentally 
acceptable, a substantial section of this corridor would need to be undergrounded and due to ecological constraints it is 
assumed that a substantial part of this undergrounding would be within the B4310.  Construction within the carriageway could 
require temporary closures and traffic management.  The gradient and alignment of the road through Nantyffin may pose a 
challenge but this is considered to not be undeliverable. 
 
Corridor E2/4/5/6/8 is longer in length but otherwise the OHL section are considered to not be technically complex. Challenges 
are likely to exist associated with the design and construction of the central linking section. The ‘serious concerns’ assessment 
has concluded that this section should be undergrounded and the Cothi Valley crossing and the steep rise out of the valley to 
the east of the river present do technical challenges.  It is considered that special design techniques are available to deliver a 
connection along this corridor.  
 
Corridor E2/3/6/8 is slightly more favourable than corridor E9 due to its shorter length and significantly lower number of steep 
valley crossings requiring special design considerations.  The route would include a number of steep sided slopes such as that 
to the south of Banc y Darren and, similar to E5, includes for a Cothi river crossing at Daren‐fawr.  This crossing section would 
be undergrounded and due to the steepness of the valley slopes special design techniques would be required.  
 
Corridor E9 is least favoured on grounds of technical complexity, due to many steep valley crossings that require spans greater 
than the maximum permissible span length. These crossings would require a special design considerations consisting of towers 
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at either side of the valleys (19 towers in total). Accommodation works to access tower locations would include the creation of 
new tracks and ‘benching’ into valley sides. 
 

Construction issues  Novel techniques, larger size/ volume of equipment and materials, etc. may present risks to programme and entail higher cost; 
includes transport and access arrangements: 
Corridor E2/4/7/8 would be preferred if all OHL as it is the shortest and relatively straight with no major constructability issues. 
Given sections would need to be undergrounded in the highway, there would be implications for access and working.  
Undergrounding through or to the south of Nantyffin would be likely to require HDD.    
 
Access for the southern two routes is likely to be challenging in places, often off extremely narrow local roads and existing 
forest tracks. Crossing of the Cothi is likely to require HDD. 
 
Corridor E9 is least favoured as it would prove extremely challenging to construct due to the presence of commercial forestry 
on steep slopes where there is poor to no access where it would also be difficult to mitigate construction activities that are 
hazardous to health.  Construction of new access roads may be required, this may entail the importation of roadstone. 
 

Technology issues  Simple, established and proven technology will be more robust and present less risk: 
Corridor E2/4/7/8, E2/3/6/8 and E2/4/5/6/8 will all incorporate the use of established technologies which could include OHL, 
open cute trenching and HDD.   
 
Corridor E9 is least favoured as special design utilising towers at either side of the many steep valley crossings would be 
required. This option is additionally least favoured due to higher risks associated with wind and ice loadings at the high altitude 
valley crossings.   

Overall technical comparison: 
There is no technical preference between Option E2/4/7/8 and E2/4/5/6/8.  E9 and E2/3/6/8 are less preferred because they include a greater number of 
technical challenges with E9 in particular require bespoke solutions, the possible importation of large volumes of material and greater CDM risk. is preferred 
because it crosses the fewest areas of constraining topography, is the shortest, would require no special design considerations and provides the lowest CDM risk 
during construction and operation.   
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Cost 

Capital cost (order of)  The most expensive option would be that which includes for the greatest length of undergrounding.  E2/4/7/8 would therefore 
cost an estimated £10,542,000 compared to E9 at £3,645,000 (E9 calculations based upon an average of £300,000 per km OHL 
to reflect the increase in OHL costs for this section), E2/4/5/6/8 at £8,380,000  and E2/3/6/8 at £3,873,700. 

Lifetime cost (order of)  Based upon the standard lifetime costs applied to all options (ie not reflecting the potential increase in costs based upon the 
ease of accessibility and increased about of tree clearance potentially required) the lifetime costs for E9 would be 
approximately £1,170,000.  E2/4/7/8 would be £848,922,  E2/4/5/6/8 would be £1,176,815 and E2/3/6/8 would be £1,370,936. 

Overall cost comparison: 
The capital cost preference differs from the lifetime cost preference.  Combining both elements of costs, total costs (capital and Lifetime) suggest that other than 
option indicate a financial preference for  E9 at £4,815,000,  followed by E2/3/6/8 at £5,244,636, E2/4/5/6/8 at  £9,556,815  and E2/4/7/8 at £11,390,922. 
 

 

Topic area  Potential impacts  Summary of selection 

Landscape & visual  The likely residual effects of these options vary 
considerably.  This reflects the extent of the Cothi valley 
SLA (which excludes E9 and the most elevated parts of E6) 
and variations in landscape and visual sensitivity within the 
SLA (the most sensitive parts of the SLA are considered to 
be the valley floor between Brechfa and Abergorlech and 
the steep sided river valley at Cwm Cothi). 
Significant visual effects are anticipated along the course of 
the B4310 which has recreational and tourism associations. 
Landscape and visual effects at E9 would be less significant 
than for other option even were steel gantries used to 
accommodate large spans over valley landforms. 

In order from most preferred to least preferred:  

 E9 (this option avoids the Cothi valley SLA entirely 
and passes through a landscape character which is 
considered able to accommodate the changes 
associated with an OHL),  

 E2/4/7/8 (the effects of this reasonably direct route 
would be limited by undergrounding the most 
sensitive section of considerable length at E7) ,  

 E2/4/5/6/8 (effects at E4 within the Cothi valley 
would be slightly less than at the more steeply 
sloping and visible E3),  

 E2/3/6/8 (the additional length of this option would 
not be justified were E7 to be underground and 
effects at E3 would be greater than at E4). 

Ecology  Section E9: 648m broadleaved woodland and large 
amounts of plantation woodland,  

Section E2, 4, 7, 8 preferred if E7 is undergrounded along 
the road. 
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Sections E2, 4, 7 and 8: 2km woodland and 74 hedges 
Sections E2, 3, 6, and 8: 1.3km woodland and 76 hedges 

E2, 4, 5, 6 and 8 results in the lowest total impact on 
woodland habitats 

Cultural heritage  Scheduled Monuments: Y Garn prehistoric ring cairn may 
be affected by E6 only. 
Grade II* Listed Buildings: for 2 in Abergorlech, all options 
except E9 may have equal, likely low/negligible adverse, 
effects. 
Grade II Listed Buildings:  

 2 in Abergorlech, all options except E9 may have 
equal, likely low/negligible adverse, effects. 

 2 (Church of St Michael and ‘Pant‐y‐Bettws’) may 
be affected by E9 only. 

 ‘Fforest’ may be affected by E4 only. 

 ‘Maes y Bidiau’ may be affected by E7 only. 
Conservation Areas: for 1 (Abergorlech) all options except 
E9 may have equal, likely low/negligible adverse, effects. 
Non‐designated assets:  

 1 historic building affected by E9 only. 

 4 built heritage (Abergorlech): all options except E9 
may have equal, likely low/negligible adverse, 
effects. 

 3 prehistoric monuments & 1 historic building 
affected by E3 only 

 2 built heritage assets affected by E4 only. 

 5 prehistoric monuments and one historic building 
affected by E6 only. 

 3 built heritage assets affected by E7 only. 

In order from most preferred to least preferred:  

 E9,  

 E2/4/7/8,  

 E2/4/5/6/8,  

 E2/3/6/8 

Other issues   Avoid footprint impacts in peat bog on Section E6  No preference if peat can be avoided 

Overall environmental  Route E9 is preferred as it has the least impact on landscape value (totally outside the SLA and can be well screened) and cultural 
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comparison  heritage features but this is the least favoured ecologically due to loss of woodland and associated species including valued lichen 
communities and woodland birds. The Cothi Valley route (underground along E7) was the next most preferred route followed by the 
option utilising section E5 in preference to E3. 

 

Overall conclusion and selection  

The chosen option is one which has sought to balance the technical, cost and environmental recommendations such that it represents an acceptable solution to 
the issue of connecting the two wind farms.  In selecting the route of E2/E4/E5/E6/E8 it is recognised that this does not represent the environmental preference 
nor the technical preference.  However the environmentally preferable E9 route has some significant construction challenges that would bring great risk to the 
project which a selection including E7 would represent a significant uplift on costs associated with the other options.  The chosen option is considered to be 
environmentally acceptable given that the most sensitive parts of the route would be undergrounded.  

 

Note: Appraisal format based on National Grid Options Appraisal Toolkit, October 2012 
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 Next Steps 

3.0.1 The preferred route alignment identified as a result of the Stage 3b work will be 

subject to further testing and refinement where necessary during the EIA process.  

A preliminary alignment (including both overhead and underground sections) will 

be drawn up by WPD’s engineering team within the 300m wide corridor 

represented by the preferred route alignment, which will then be reviewed by the 

EIA Team and refined where necessary by the engineering team.  A final 

alignment (subject to final detailed design) will be confirmed prior to the Stage 3 

statutory consultation.  The final alignment will include a Limit of Deviation to allow 

for micrositing of pole locations. 

3.0.2 If appropriate, further adjustment to the alignment may be made following the 

Stage 3 consultation and discussion with landowners and the agreed alignment 

will be subject to EIA. 

3.0.3 WPD intend to submit an Application for a Development Consent Order (DCO) 

under the Planning Act 2008 at the end of 2014 or early 2015, which will include 

details of the final alignment and envisaged construction works and (amongst 

other documents) a supporting environmental statement.  After consent is granted, 

detailed design will identify the actual alignment and location of each pole 

structure and if required the termination points for each section of underground 

cable. 




